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G800


Card holders for Eurocard electronic drivers


2.2 Type E-K-32M-2


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card keep lift the light brown lock.
Available for driver: E-ME-T-2*H
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2.1 Type E-K-32M


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card keep lift the light brown lock.
Available for drivers: E-ME-AC ,  E-ME-T ,  E-ME-L
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Card holders for rear mounting are available for electronic cards in Eurocard format (100x160) or double Eurocard format (233,4x160).
These frames allow an easy mounting and connections of single cards in Eurocard format; they are realized in anti-flame material (VDE 0209) and they
have a 32 or 64 pins connector  with gold-plated contacts and terminal board for connections; a device for card locking is also fitted-in.


E-K


E-K = bearing frame for single card
32M = rear panel fastening with 32 pins connector and terminal board for connections (DIN 41612/D)
64M = rear panel fastening with 64 pins connector and terminal board for connections (DIN EN 60603/G)


– 32M 2


Execution for double driver E-ME-T-2*H (see tech table TG170)


–


MODEL CODE1


INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS [mm]2







2.3 Type E-K-64M


For mounting the card insert and push it to the end; for pulling out the card push down both yellow actuating buttons.
Available for controllers type: Z-ME-KZ
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GS510


Fieldbus
BC (CANopen), BP (PROFIBUS DP), EH (EtherCAT), EW (POWERLINK), EI (EtherNet/IP)


Fieldbus communication interfaces are avai-


lable for digital proportional drivers and con-


trollers, granting several plus:


• more information available for machine


operation to enhance its performances


• improved accuracy and robustness of digi-


tal transmitted information


• costs reduction due to simpler and stan-


dardized wiring solutions


• costs reduction due to fast and simple


installation and maintenance


• direct integration into machine’s communi-


cation networks


These executions allow to operate proportional


valves and pumps through fieldbus or  using


the analog signals on main connector �.


Fieldbus distributed-control


Fieldbus communication allows to share all


the available information of the digital drivers


and controllers (reference, monitor, etc).


This distributed-control design allows to


implement powerful machines functionalities


for tuning, diagnostic, maintenance, etc.


CANopen and PROFIBUS DP


CANopen and PROFIBUS DP networks con-


sist of a common cable (2 twisted wire, �)


for digital communication: several devices


(node �) can be connected to this main


cable by means of short cable branches �. 


The two endpoints of the main cable must be


terminated with specific devices (terminator,


�) to dissipate or absorb the communication


signal’s energy thus preventing interferences


and degradations of fieldbus transmission.


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP


EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP


networks consist in a Ethernet common


cable (4 twisted wire, �) for digital commu-


nication. All EtherCAT, POWERLINK and


EtherNet/IP slave/adapter devices have


always the double connector for signal input �


and signal output �.


The main Ethernet cable starting from the


EtherCAT, POWERLINK or EtherNet/IP


master/scanner, has to be connected to the


slave/adapter input connector.


The slave/adapter output connector has to


be connected to the next slave/adapter input


connector.


Fieldbus Network


Master


�


�


�


�


Power
Supply


Analog
Signals


Typical CANopen or PROFIBUS DP fieldbus network


�


Typical EtherCAT, POWERLINK or EtherNet/IP fieldbus network


Fieldbus Network


Master/Scanner


Power
Supply


Analog
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Standard references


ISO 11898                                  
Road Vehicles – Interchange of digital
information controller area network
(CAN) for High-speed communication


EN50325-4                                 
Industrial communication subsystem
based on ISO 11898 (CAN) for control-
ler device interfaces


CiA DS301                                  
CANopen – Application Layer and
Communication Profile for Industrial
Systems


CiA DR303-1                              
Cabling and connector pin assignment


CiA DSP305                               
CANopen – Layer Setting Services and
Protocol


CiA DS408                                  
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.2


1 CANopen features for digital drivers and controllers in BC execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or CANopen master device


Configuration file


EDS (Electronic Data Sheet), enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-BC and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-BC and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Serial input format   Industrial field-bus with optical insulation type CAN-Bus ISO11898
Transmission rate    Transmission rates from 10 Kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s
Max node                32 per segment without repeater; 127 per segment with repeater


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       DS301 V4.2.0 - based on CAN standard frame with 11-bit identifier
Device Profile          DS408 - Fluid Power Technology (EN50325-4)
Device type             Slave


Startup and configuration (as per DS301+DSP305)


Boot up process     Minimum boot-up
Node setting           LSS (Layer Setting Services)
                               SDO
                               E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
                               dip-switches (only for TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof)
Baudrate setting     LSS (Layer Setting Services), SDO
Baudrate                 10 / 20 / 50 (default) / 125 / 250 / 500 / 1000Kbit/s


Fieldbus communication diagnostic (as per DS301)


Device Error            Emergency
Network Error          Node Guarding
                               Heartbeat


Real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                        Four mappable PDOs to the drivers:
                                  AES, BM-AES, TES,LES, RES, BM-RES, PES,TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof


                                  Four mappable PDOs to the controllers:
                                  TEZ, LEZ


TPDO                        Four mappable PDOs from the drivers:
                                  AES, BM-AES, TES,LES, RES, BM-RES, PES,TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof


                                  Four mappable PDOs from the controllers:
                                  TEZ, LEZ


R(T)PDO types        Event Triggered, Remotely requested, Sync(cyclic) and Sync(acyclic)


Non real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


SDO                        One SDO (1 Server + 1 Client)
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Standard references


PROFIBUS profile
PROFIBUS Profile,
Fluid Power Technology,
Edition Oct. 2001


VDMA profile                              
Fluid Power Technology,
Proportional Valves and
Hydrostatic Transmissions, ver 1.1


2 PROFIBUS DP features for digital drivers and controllers in BP execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or PROFIBUS DP master device


Configuration file


GSD (General Station Description) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-BP and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-BP and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Serial input format   Industrial field-bus with optical insulation type PROFIBUS-DP RS485
European fieldbus standard (lev.1 – EN50170-part 2)


Transmission rate    Transmission rates from 9,6 Kbit/s to 12 Mbit/s
Max node                32 per segment without repeater; 126 node with repeater


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       PROFIBUS DPV0 - IEC 61158 (type 3)
Device Profile          PROFIBUS-DP Profile for Fluid Power Technology
Device type             Slave


Startup and configuration


Boot up process     SAP 61 for sending parameter setting data
                               SAP 62 for checking configuration data
Node setting           SAP 55
                               E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
                               dip-switches (only for TERS ex-proof, AERS ex-proof, KZ)
Baudrate setting     Automatic
Baudrate                 9,6 / 19,2 / 45,45 / 93,75 / 187,5 / 500 / 1500 / 3000 / 6000 / 12000 Kbit/s


Fieldbus communication diagnostic


Device error            SAP 60


Real-time communication


PZD                         Process data area of PPO telegram by Data Exchange, default SAP:
                                 cyclic transmission of standard Profibus frame


                               Standard electronics - drivers
                               PPO type 3 for:
                               AES s40, BM-AES s10, TES s40, LES s40, RES s10, BM-RES s10
                               PPO type 5 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, PES s40 with S option
                               PPO type 113, 213, 230 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, RES s10
                               PPO type 115, 214, 240 for:
                               TES s40, LES s40, PES s40 with S option


                               Standard electronics - controllers
                               PPO type 1, 101, 103 for:
                               TEZ s40, LEZ s40, KZ s11
                               PPO type 111, 121, 123, 223, 227 for:
                               TEZ s40, LEZ s40


                               Ex-proof electronics - drivers
                               PPO type 3 for:
                               AES s30, TES s31, LES s31, TERS s31, AERS s31
                               PPO type 5 for:
                               TES s31, LES s31


Cyclic mode            standard, sync and freeze


Non real-time communication


PKW                        Parameter data area of PPO telegram by Data Exchange, default SAP:
                                  acyclic transmission of standard Profibus frame







Physical


Serial input format   Industrial fieldbus type Fast Ethernet galvanically insulated IEC 61158-2
Transmission rate    2 x 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet, Full-Duplex)
Max node                65535 slaves
Ethernet Standard   ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                0x88A4 according IEEE 802.3
Cable length           0,2 - 100m (between two slave devices)
Cable type              CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology    Line, tree and star
Termination             Device internally


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       EtherCAT use Standard Ethernet Frames:
                               ISO/IEC 8802-3 + IEC 61784-2
Device Profile          CANopen over EtherCAT (CoE) DS408 - Fluid Power Technology


EN 50325-4
Device type             Slave
Supported protocol   CANopen SDO Mailbox-Interface “CoE”
                               Network Management
                               PDO
                               PDO Watchdog


Startup and configuration (as per DS301+DSP305)


Node setting           Automatic position addressing
                               Device node addressing
Baudrate                 100 Mbit/s (Automatic)


Fieldbus communication diagnostic (as per DS301)


Device Error            Emergency


Real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                      4 PDOs messages to the driver (up to 32 byte for each PDO)
TPDO                      4 PDOs messages from the driver (up to 32 byte for each PDO)
R(T)PDO types        Remotely requested


Non real-time communication (as per DS301 + DS408)


SDO                        One SDO (1 Server + 1 Client)


Standard references


ISO 11898
Road Vehicles – Interchange of digital
information controller area network
(CAN) for High-speed communication 


EN 50325-4
Industrial communication subsystem
based on ISO 11898 (CAN) for control-
ler device interfaces


CiA DS301
CANopen – Application Layer and
Communication Profile for Industrial
Systems


CiA DSP305
CANopen – Layer Setting Services and
Protocol 


CiA DS408
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.1


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification -
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


3 EtherCAT features for digital drivers and controllers in EH execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or EtherCAT master device


Configuration file


XML (Extensible Markup Language) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EH and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EH and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL
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Physical


Serial input format   Industrial fieldbus type Fast Ethernet galvanically insulated IEC 61158-2
Transmission rate    2 x 100 Mbit/s (Fast Ethernet, Half-Duplex)
Max node                239 slaves
Ethernet Standard   ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                0x88AB according IEEE 802.3
Integrated Hub
Cable length           0,2 - 100m (between two slave devices)
Cable type              CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology    Line, tree, star, daisy chain, ring structure or any combination of these


topologies
Ethernet Hub           Integrated with 2 ports:
                               - one led for Link/Activity indicator (on each port)
                               - one bicolor led Status/Error indicator


Communication Protocol


Data Link Layer       POWERLINK use Standard Ethernet Frames:
                               ISO/IEC 8802-3 + IEC 61784-2
Comm. Profile         EPSG DS 301 v1.2
Device Profile          CANopen over Ethernet based on DS408 - Fluid Power Technology
Device type             Slave - supported features:
                               - Ethernet POWERLINK v2.0
                               - Ring Redundancy
                               - Support PollRsponse Chaining
                               - Support Multiplexing
                               - Cycle time min 200 µsec
                               - SDO Multiple Parameter Read/Write


Startup and configuration (as per EPSG DS301 + EPSG DS 302-A/B/C/D/E)


Node setting           E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL programming software
Baudrate                 100 Mbit/s (Automatic)


Fieldbus communication diagnostic


Custom parameters mappable on TPDO for emergency diagnosis


Real-time communication (as per EPSG DS301 + DS408)


RPDO                      1 PDO message to the driver
(max number of of mapping parameters is Device specific)


TPDO                      1 PDO message from the driver
(max number of of mapping parameters is Device specific)


Standard references


EPSG DS301
Ethernet POWERKLINK
Communication Profile Specification v 1.2


EPSG DS302-A/B/C/D/E
Ethernet POWERKLINK
Part A: High Availability v1.1
Part B: Multiple ASnd v1.0
Part C: PollResponse Chaining v1.0
Part D: Multiple PReq/PRes v1.0
Part E: Dynamic Node Allocation v1.0


EPSG DS311
Ethernet POWERKLINK
XML Device Description v 1.0


CiA DS408
CANopen – Device Profile for
Proportional Hydraulic Valves v 1.5.1


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


IEC 61784-3
Industrial communication networks 
- Profiles - 
Part 3: Functional safety fieldbuses -
General rules and profile definitions


IEC 61158-300/400/500/600
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specifications -
Part 300: Data Link Layer service
definition
Part 400: Data Link Layer protocol
specification
Part 500: Application Layer service
definition
Part 600: Application Layer protocol
specification


ISO 15745-1
Industrial automation systems and
integration - Open systems application
integration framework -
Part 1: Generic reference description


4 POWERLINK features for digital drivers and controllers in EW execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or POWERLINK master device


Configuration file


XDD (XML Device Description) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EW and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EW and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL
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5 EtherNet/IP features for digital drivers and controllers in EI execution


Programming interface


E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL software using proper cable/adapter (see tech table GS500) or EtherNet/IP scanner device


Configuration file


EDS (Electronic Data Sheet) enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS and Z-SW-FULL


Manuals


E-MAN-S-EI and STARTUP-FIELDBUS, enclosed in programming software DVD  E-SW-FIELDBUS
Z-MAN-S-EI and STARTUP-FULL, enclosed in programming software DVD  Z-SW-FULL


Physical


Ethernet Standard     ISO/IEC 8802-3 frame format
EtherType                  IEEE 802.3
Transmission rate      10/100 Mbit Full/Half-Duplex
Integrated                  2-port switch
Cable length              max 100m
Cable type                 CAT5 (4 wire twisted pair) according with T568B
Network topology      Device Level Ring (DLR), linear, star structure
Ethernet port              Led indicator:
                                   - two led for Link/Activity indicator (on each port)
                                   - one bicolor led Status/Error indicator


Communication Protocol


ODVA CIP Object Model
ODVA CIP Object library for Generic Device Profile


- Identity Object (0X01)
- Message Router Object (0x02)
- Assembly Object (0x04)
- Connection Manager Object (0x06)
- Parameter Object (0x0F)
- DLR Object (0x47)
- QoS Object (0x48h)
- Port Object (0xF4)
- TCP/IP Object (0xF5)
- Ethernet Link Object (0xF6)


Valve parameters accessible via Vendor Specific Object 0xA2
IP address setting (range 0.0.0.0 - 255.255.255.255):


- TCP/IP Object (0xF5)
- DHCP
- Auxiliary USB communication + Atos Software


I/O Adapter and Explicit Message Server device type
Cyclic data transmission via Implicit Messages (transport class 1) 


- Minimum RPI for Implicit Messages 1ms
- Total number of supported class 1 connections: 4
- Up to 5 parameters and 20 bytes for each connection
- Trigger types: Cyclic CoS 


Acyclic data transmission via Connected and Unconnected Explicit Messages (transport class 3)
- Minimum RPI for Explicit Messages 100ms
- No. of simultaneous Class 3 connections: 6


IT functions (FTP server, web server) 


Standard references


IEC 61918
Industrial communication networks
- Installation of communication
networks in industrial premises


IEC 61076-2-101
Connectors for electronic equipment
- Product Requirements -
Part 2-101: Circular connectors
- Detail specification for M12 connec-
tors with screw-locking


EC 61158-1
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 1: Overview and guidance for the
IEC 61158 and IEC 61784 series


IEC 61158-2
Industrial communication networks
- Fieldbus specification - 
Part 2: Physical layer specification and
service definition


IEC 61784-1
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 1: Fieldbus profile


IEC 61784-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 2: Additional fieldbus profiles for real-
time networks based on ISO/IEC 8802-3


IEC 61784-3
Industrial communication networks 
- Profiles - 
Part 3: Functional safety fieldbuses -
General rules and profile definitions


IEC 61784-5-2
Industrial communication networks
- Profiles - 
Part 5-2: Installation of fieldbuses -
Installation profiles for CPF 2


ISO 15745-4
Industrial automation systems and
integration - Open systems application
integration framework -
Part 4: Reference description for
Ethernet-based control systems








Digital position Z-ME-KZ controllers
Eurocard format, for electrohydraulic closed loop controls


1 MODEL CODE


KZ PS- / *


Electronic axis controller
in Eurocard format


Optional fieldbus interfaces:
- = standard without fieldbus interface
BC = CANopen communication interface
BP = PROFIBUS DP communication interface


Set code


G340


www.atos.com Table G340-8/E
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Note: Block diagram example for alternated position/force control, with fieldbus interface.
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Z-ME-KZ
Digital axis controllers perform the position
closed loop of linear or rotative hydraulic
axes.
The controller receives a position feedback
from the axis transducer and it generates a
reference signal to the proportional valve
which regulates the hydraulic flow to the
actuator.
The position feedback interfaces are SSI,
incremental encoder, potentiometer or stan-
dard analog inputs (voltage or current)
software selectable.
A front panel serial port is always present for
configuration and monitoring of the controller.
The controller can be operated in real time
by external or internally generated reference
signal.
With external reference signal the actuator’s
motion cycle can be managed by either ana-
log or fieldbus reference input.
With internally generated reference signal the
actuator’s motion cycle can be managed by
external or fieldbus on/off commands.
A pressure/force alternated control may be
set by software additionally to the position
control: a pressure/force transducer has to
be assembled into the actuator and connec-
ted to the controller; a second reference
pressure/force signal is required.
Several auxiliary digital inputs/outputs are
available and they can be used to synchroni-
ze other machine functions and to transmit
information on the controller state.


Electrical Features:
• 4 digits front panel display to check and
change parameters as well as for diagno-
stics


• Front panel DB9 connector for serial pro-
gramming interface


• Front panel test points for debug and main-
tenance


• Eurocard format (DIN 41494 - Plug-in-units)
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Internal generation of motion cycle
• Setting of axis’s dynamic response (PID) to
optimize the application performances


• Software selectable range of electronic
reference analog inputs: voltage or current


• Enhanced diagnostics of the axis status
• Intuitive graphic interface
• In field firmware update through standard
serial communication


• Internal oscilloscope function


Series number


Z-ME * *







3 POSITION REFERENCE MODE


3.1 External reference generation


Z-ME-KZ controller regulates in closed loop the actuator position according to an external
reference position signal and to the position feedback from the actuator transducer. It
generates a reference signal for the proportional valve which regulates the hydraulic flow
to the actuator.


The external reference signal can be software selected among:


Analog reference (a)


The controller receives in real time the reference signal from the machine electronic central
unit by means of the analog input (see section ) limiting speed, acceleration and dece-
leration values.


Fieldbus reference (b)


The controller receives in real time the reference signal from the machine electronic central
unit by means of the digital fieldbus communication (BC and BP executions) limiting
speed, acceleration and deceleration values.


For fieldbus communication details, please refer to the controller user manual (see section ).


3.2 Internal reference generation


Z-ME-KZ controller regulates in closed loop the actuator position according to an internally
generated reference position signal and to the position feedback from the actuator tran-
sducer. It generates a reference signal for the proportional valve which regulates the
hydraulic flow to the actuator.


The internal reference signal is generated by a pre-programmed cycle; only start, stop and
switch-over commands are required from the machine electronic central unit by means of:


- on-off commands (c)


- fieldbus commands (d)


12


10


4 POSITION / PRESSURE OR FORCE CONTROL


Alternated pressure or force control can be added to the actuator’s standard position con-
trol (see below functional schemes).


Remote transducers (pressure or force) have to be installed on the actuator.


The position/pressure (or position/force) controls are operated according to two separate
reference signals and a dedicated algorithm automatically selects which control is active
time by time.


The dynamics of the switching between the two controls can be regulated thanks to speci-
fic software setting, in order to avoid instability and vibrations.


Position control is active (see phase � and � at side) when the actuator actual pressure
or force is lower than the relevant reference signal.


Pressure or force control is active (see phase � and � at side) when the actuator actual
pressure or force, measured by remote transducers, grows up to the relevant reference
signal - the controller reduces the valve’s regulation in order to limit the actuator pressure
or force; if the pressure or force tends to decrease under its reference signal, the position
control returns active.


Alternated Position/Pressure Control Alternated Position/Force Control - Load cell
Alternated Position/Force Control - Two pres-
sure transducers
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one remote pressure transducer has to be
installed on the actuator’s port to be controlled


one load cell transducer has to be installed
between the actuator and the controlled load


two remote pressure transducers have to be
installed on the actuator’s ports; the actuator
force is calculated by the pressure feedbacks
(Pa - Pb)


valve’s spool transducer actuator’s position transducer pressure transducer load cell  
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Atos PC software allows to design a customized sequence of motion phases adapted to the specific application requirements: a range of predefined
standard sequences are available in the Z-SW software.


Start/stop/switch-over commands and reference generation type can be set for each phase in order to realize an automatic cycle according to the appli-
cation requests. Refer to the controller user manual for further details on the available selection of start/stop/switch-over commands and reference gene-
ration type.


Start/stop/switch-over commands examples


External digital input on-off commands, on rear connector, are used to start/stop the cycle generation or to change the motion phase


External fieldbus input on-off commands, by fieldbus communication, are used to start/stop the cycle generation or to change the motion phase


Switch by position switch-over from actual to following motion phase occurs when the actual position reaches a programmed value


Switch by time switch-over from actual to following motion phase occurs after a fixed time, starting from the actual phase activation


Switch by internal status switch-over from internal status are used to start/stop the cycle generation or to change the motion phase


Internal reference generation types examples


Absolute a target position reference signal is internally generated for each motion phase; maximum speed, acceleration and
deceleration can be set to obtain a smooth and precise position control


Relative as ‘Absolute’ but the target position corresponds to the actuator position plus a fixed quote internally set by software


Hold the controller holds the actual position
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Wood machinery


Hydraulic steering wheel in marine applications


Rudder controls on motor yachts and sail boats requires smooth control
for precise and reliable operations.


Z-ME-KZ controllers perform the rudder position control system, ensuring
accurate and repetitive regulations for a comfortable ride, thanks to:


- analog position reference mode for real time controls
- potentiometer position transducer for simple and compact solution
- position PID control parameters to optimize the system response
- complete diagnostic information for advanced system monitoring


Wind turbines


The pitch control of the rotor blades is required to maximize the energy pro-
duction. Accurate positioning, decentralized intelligence as well as long ser-
vice life and reliability are required.


Z-ME-KZ controllers perform high quality regulation of the blade pitch
simplifying the system architecture, thanks to:


- SSI digital position transducer for high precision control
- complete remote system management with fieldbus interface
- position PID selection to adapt the position control to the different wind
conditions


APPLICATION EXAMPLES5


Bending Machines


Die-casting machinery 


Clamp movements in die-casting phases involve fast/slow motion cycle with
accurate and repetitive alternated position/force controls for the mould safety
functions.


Z-ME-KZ controllers, with alternated position/force control, simplify the
hydraulic + electronic system architecture, thanks to:


- internal reference generation for repetitive working cycles
- SSI digital position transducer for accurate axis control
- two pressure transducers for alternated force control 
- auxiliary digital inputs/output to synchronize the machine functions
- fieldbus connection for machine remote control and advanced diagnostics
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Machine tools for cold-forming flat sheets require complete, automatic,
programmable and flexible machine control to produce sheet metal panels
from punched blank.


Z-ME-KZ controller combine high level position regulation with accurate
force control to provide in a single device a complete and dedicated
solution, thanks to:


- internal reference generation to simplify the machine control cycle
- digital position sensor for high resolution measurement system
- two pressure transducers for alternated force control
- fieldbus interface for easy machine control integration
- auxiliary digital outputs for system status indication (target reached, force
control active)


Hydraulic wood machines require configurable and repetitive motion
profiles, accurate position controls, and digital signals for synchronization
purpose.


Z-ME-KZ controllers allow remote control, thanks to:


- internal reference generation with maximum speed and acceleration settings 
- analog position transducer for simple and reliable solution
- pressure transducer for alternated pressure control
- fieldbus connection for remote parameterization, commands, and controller
state indication
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Power supply (see 11.1) Nominal: +24 VDC       Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 10 W


Position transducer SSI, incremental encoder, potentiometer, analog


Analog Inputs Input range :               voltage   ±10 VDC            input impedance:    Ri > 100 kW
                                  current   0 ÷ 20 mA     input impedance:    Ri < 500 W


Analog Outputs
Output range :            voltage   ±10 VDC @ max 10 mA
                                  current   0 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance


Digital Inputs
Input range :               0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 16 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 16 VDC (not accepted);


                                  Input impedance:    Ri > 10 kW


Digital Outputs (1) Output range :            0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state  < 1 V ) @ max 30 mA


Enable input Range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 16 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 16 VDC (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output (1) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC ( no fault state > [power supply - 2 V] ; fault state  < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA


Analog reference outputs ±10 VDC @ max 30 mA


Inceremental encoder power supply +5 VDC @ max 100 mA


Alarms Position transducer out of range, analog input out of range


Card format Eurocard 100x160 mm (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)


Card rear connector Male DIN EN 60603/G. Available frame snap connector type E-K-64M (see tech table G800) To be ordered separately


Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C  (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


Front panel dimensions 128,4 x 40 mm


Mass Approx. 250 g


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Communication interface Serial
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS
EN50170-2/IEC61158


Communication physical layer
not insulated
serial RS232


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


6 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


7 TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS


7.1    Position transducers


The accuracy of the position control is strongly dependent to the selected position transducer. Four different transducer interfaces are available on the
controller, depending to the system requirements: potentiometer, analog signal, SSI, and encoder, see 7.3.
Transducers with digital interface (SSI and encoder) allow the user to get high resolution and accurate measures. Transducers with analog interface
(potentiometer and analog signal) grant simple and cost effective solutions.


7.2    Pressure/force transducers


The accuracy of the pressure/force controls is strongly dependent to the selected pressure/force transducers (see section ). Alternated pressure/force
controls require to install pressure transducers or load cell to measure the actual pressure/force values.
Pressure transducers allow easy system integration and cost effective solution for both alternated position/pressure and position/force controls (see tech
table GS465 for pressure transducers details). Load cell transducers allow the user to get high accuracy and precise regulations for alternated
position/force controls. 
The characteristics of the remote pressure/force transducers must be always selected to match the application requirements and to obtain the best
performances: transducer nominal range should be at least 115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.


7.3    Transducers characteristics & interfaces - following values are just for reference, for details please consult the transducer’s datasheet
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Note: (1) external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Notes: (1) power supply provided by digital controller          (2) percentage of total stroke


Position Pressure/Force


Input type Potentiometer Analog SSI Incremental Encoder Analog


Power supply  (1) ±10 VDC +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +24 VDC


Controller Interface ±10V 0 ÷ 10V 4 ÷ 20 mA Serial SSI binary/gray TTL 5Vpp - 150 KHz ±10 VDC 4 ÷ 20 mA


Max speed 0,5 m/s 1 m/s 2 m/s 2 m/s -


Max Resolution < 0.4 % FS < 0.2 % FS 1 mm 1 mm (@ 0.15 m/s) < 0.4 % FS


Linearity error (2) ± 0.1% FS < ±0.03% FS <  ± 0.01 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.25% FS


Repeatability  (2) ± 0.05% FS < ± 0.005% FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.1% FS
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8 FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION


10 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 64 PIN REAR CONNECTOR


pin f d b z


2 DO 7 DI 1 F_TR2 + nc


4 SSI clock + DI 2 F_TR2 - nc


6 SSI clock - DI 3 F_INPUT + nc


8 SSI data +  /  Inc Ua1 DI 4 F_INPUT - nc


10 SSI data -  /  Inc /Ua1 DI 5 P_INPUT + nc


12 Inc Ua2 DI 6 P_INPUT - nc


14 Inc /Ua2 DI 7 F_TR1 + nc


16 Inc Ua0 DI 8 F_TR1 - nc


18 Inc /Ua0 ENABLE P_TR + nc


20 Inc +5VDC DO 1 P_TR - GND


22 nc FAULT VALVE_MONITOR + DO 3


24 nc nc VALVE_MONITOR - DO 4


26 nc DO 2 P_MONITOR + DO 5


28 CAN_GND nc AGND DO 6


30 CAN_L CONTROL_OUTPUT + VREF -10VDC V+


32 CAN_H F_MONITOR + VREF +10VDC V0
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8.1 Keyboard and display


On the Z-ME-KZ front panel are available 4 function keys (ESC, ENT, UP, DWN),
and a numeric display (4 digits plus sign) to allow the user to view and change
the controller’s parameters as well as to display diagnostic messages.
The following parameters can be accessed (viewed or changed) via correspon-
ding menu structure:
- command and actual values
- analog input / output values
- digital input / output status
- position sensor indication
- force / pressure sensor indication
Parameter’s changes of the configuration, control gains, trigger conditions, inter-
nal cycle, fault monitoring are not allowed via front panel operations.


8.2 LED indication


The led indications are used to display the internal status (Active, OK) of the con-
troller or the status of the digital IO of the Z-ME-KZ. There are 22 led divided in
four different types:
- internal controller’s status (Active - OK)
- digital input status (I1 ÷ I8)
- digital output status (O1 ÷ O7)
- software programmable led (A1 ÷ A5) for specific functions


8.3 Test points


The test points present on the controller front panel can be used to monitor the
actual position (X1) and the force / pressure (X2) value measured by the relevant
transducers. Both signals are referred to the analog ground (┴) pin. The two
signals are respectively connected to P_MONITOR+ (X1) and F_MONITOR+ (X2)
analog output present on the rear connector of the controller card. These signals
can be software set to show other signals available in the controller (see 11.8 and


8.4 Communication ports


On the front panel of the Z-ME-KZ is always present a serial RS232 port to program the controller by the Atos Z-SW software (see section ). All the
functional parameters of digital controller, like internal reference generation, controller dynamics, IO configurations, can be easily set and optimized by
the user.
For BP or BC options a second communication port dedicated to the selected fieldbus connection is present on the controller. For BP option the PROFI-
BUS-DP port is located on the front panel of the Z-ME-KZ controller. For BC option the CANopen connection is located on the rear connector of the Z-ME-
KZ controller.
Through the fieldbus communication only the real-time parameters may be exchanged:
- position, velocity and force / pressure reference
- position, velocity and force / pressure feedback
- controller commands and status
- diagnostic / error messages


For more information about the front panel settings and fieldbus communication, please refer to the controller user manual.
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SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS11


Atos digital controllers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the Z-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the controller (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s
safety components, as prescribed by the European standards.


11.1  Power supply (V+ and V0)


The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
The controller is protected against overloads by a internal safety fuse: 3,15 A time lag fuse.


11.2  Position reference input signal (P_INPUT+, P_INPUT-)


The controller allows to regulate the axis position in closed loop according to an external voltage or current reference input signal (P_INPUT+ and
P_INPUT-), see 3.1. The analog input is a differential input type.
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Controller with fieldbus interface (BC or BP) can be software set to receive reference value directly by the machine electronic control unit (fieldbus
master); in this case the analog reference input signal can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.


11.3  Pressure or force reference input signals (F_INPUT+, F_INPUT-)


For alternated position/force (or position/pressure) control the Z-ME-KZ receives a second analog voltage or current reference input signal
(F_INPUT+,F_INPUT-) dedicated to the force  (or pressure) closed loop control (see section ).The analog input is a differential input type.
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Controller with fieldbus interface (BC or BP) can be software set to receive reference value directly by the machine electronic control unit (fieldbus
master); in this case the analog reference input signals can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.


11.4 Position transducer input signal


A position transducer must be always directly connected to the controller: digital SSI (SSI clock+, SSI clock-, SSI data+, SSIdata-), digital Encoder
(Inc Ua1, Inc /Ua1, Inc Ua2, Inc /Ua2,Inc Ua0, Inc /Ua0), potentiometer or a generic transducer with analog interface (P_TR+, P_TR-) can be used.
For transducers with analog interface the input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for
current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Refer to position transducer characteristics to select the transducer type that maches the specific application requirements (see 7.1).


11.5 Force / pressure  transducer input signal (F_TR1+, F_TR1-, F_TR2+, F_TR2-)


Analog remote pressure transducers or load cell with maximum ±10 VDC signal range must be directly connected to the controller in case of alternated
postion/force (or position/pressure) control.
Refer to pressure/force transducer characteristics to select the transducer type that mach the specific application requirements (see 7.2).
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.


11.6 Analog valve monitor input signal (VALVE_MONITOR+, VALVE_MONITOR-)


The controller allows to monitor the regulation of the proportional valve which operates the hydraulic flow to the actuator (VALVE_MON+,VALVE_MON-).
The analog input is a differential input type.
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.


11.7  Control output signal (CONTROL_OUTPUT+)


The error signal processed by the control algorithms generates the control output signal (CONTROL_OUTPUT+) for the external driver of the proportional
valve which operates the hydraulic flow to the actuator.
The output range and polarity are software selectable within ±10 VDC (for voltage) or 0 ÷ 20 mA (for current) maximum range referred to the analog
ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.


11.8  Position monitor output signal (P_MONITOR+)


The controller generates an analog voltage output signal proportional to the actual axis position; the monitor output signal can be software set to show other
signals available in the controller (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, position error, valve spool position).
The output polarity is software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range referred to the analog ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.
The P_MONITOR+ signal is also present on the front panel at test point X1.


11.9  Pressure or force monitor output signal (F_MONITOR+)


For alternated position/force (or position/pressure) control, the Z-ME-KZ generates an analog voltage output signal proportional to the actual pressure or
force applied to the actuator end; the monitor output signals can be software set to show other signals available in the controller (e.g. analog reference, force
reference).
The output polarity is software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range referred to the analog ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.
The F_MONITOR+ signal is also present on the front panel at test point X2.


11.10 Enable Input Signal (ENABLE)


To enable the controller, a 24VDC voltage has to be applied on pin d18 referred to pin b28.
When the Enable signal is set to zero the controller can be software set to perform one of the following actions:
- move forward or backward in open loop - default setting
- move forward and maintain in closed loop a predefined actuator’s position (hold position)
- maintain the actuator actual position in close loop control
- disable the controller functioning (control output set to zero)


11.11 Fault output signal (FAULT)


Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the controller (alarm active, reference or transducer signal cable broken, max error exceeded, etc.).
Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin d22 referred to pin b28).


11.12 Power supply signal for potentiometer position transducer (VREF -10VDC, VREF +10VDC)


Power supply for potentiometer position transducer may be generated from the controller card using the VREF -10VDC and VREF +10VDC signal @ max 30 mA.


11.13 Power supply for incremental encoder position transducer (Inc +5VDC, GND)


Power supply for incremental encoder position transducer may be generated from the controller card using the +5VDC @ max 100 mA.
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12 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500


13 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


11.14 Digital input signals (DI1 - DI8)


The 8 digital inputs can be used to trigger a command or to read a system state. For each input by the Z-SW software, it is possible to set the polarity and
to match a proper condition within the following:
- start/stop/switch-over command in case of internal reference generation (see 3.2)
- specific operative command for hydraulic axis mode (referencing mode, jog mode, automatic mode)
- jog command
- disable pressure / force alternated control


11.15 Digital output signals (DO1 - DO7)


The 7 digital outputs can be used to generate digital signals useful to the system synchronization and for monitoring purpose. The digital outputs can be
configured in polarity and all the channels can be independently programmed by the Z-SW software.
Typically the digital outputs are used to:
- set alarm condition related with the hydraulic axis working phase
- identify a particular working condition to synchronize other machine functionalities
- signal target position reached
- signal pressure / force control active
- signal tracking error


11.16 CANopen communication signals - only for BC option


For controllers with CANopen communication interface, the connections are located on the rear connector: pin f28 (CAN_GND), pin f30 (CAN_L) and
pin f32 (CAN_H).


G340


For a detailed descriptions of the available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user manuals included in the Z-SW programming
software:
Z-MAN-ME-KZ - user manual for Z-ME-KZ


13.1 External reference and transducer parameters


Allow to configure the controller reference and transducer inputs, analog or digital, to match the specific application requirements:
- Scaling parameters          define the correspondence of these signals with the specific actuator stroke or force to be controlled
- Limit parameters              define maximum/minimum stroke and force to detect possible alarm conditions
- Homing parameters         define the startup procedure to initialize incremental transducer (e.g. encoder)


13.2 Position PID control dynamics parameters


Allow to optimize and adapt the position controller closed loop to the wide range of hydraulic system characteristics:
- PID (position)                   each part of the position controller closed loop algorithm (proportional, fine positioning advanced integral, derivative, feed


forward, etc.) can be modified in order to match the application requirements.


13.3 Multiple pressure/force PID control dynamics parameters


Allow to optimize and adapt the pressure/force controller closed loop to the wide range of hydraulic system characteristics:
- PID (pressure/force)        each part of the pressure/force controller closed loop algorithm (proportional, integral, derivative, feed forward, etc) can be


modified in order to match the application requirements. Through Atos software or using dedicated digital inputs it is possible
to select up to four different pressure/force PID parameters setting, stored into the controller. Switching the active setting of
pressure/force PID during the machine cycle allows to optimize the system dynamic response in different hydraulic working
conditions (volume, flow, etc.).


13.4 Control output signal parameters


Allow to configure the controller command for the proportional valve which regulates the hydraulic flow to the actuator:
- Scaling parameters          define the correspondence of the command signal to the specific valve reference signal range
- Limit parameters              define maximum/minimum range to detect possible alarm conditions


13.5 Monitoring parameters


Allow to configure the controller monitoring function of the positioning error (difference between actual reference and feedback) and detects anomalous
conditions:
- Monitoring parameters     maximum allowed errors can be set for both static and dynamic positioning phases, and dedicated waiting times can be set to


delay the activation of the alarm condition and relevant reaction (see 13.6)


13.6 Fault parameters


Allow to configure how the controller detect and react to alarm conditions:
- Diagnostics parameters   define different conditions, threshold and delay time to detect alarm conditions
- Reaction parameters       define different actions to be performed in case of alarm presence (stop at actual or preprogrammed position, emergency


forward/backward, controller disabling, etc.)


13.7 Digital IO configuration


Allow to configure the controller’s digital inputs/outputs to trigger/generate signals from /for the external machine central unit:
- Polarity define the signal active state
- Trigger condition define the input state to run a predefined internal command (see 11.14)
- Output state define the digital output based on the internal controller state (see 11.15)


13.8 Motion phases parameters


When the internal reference generation is active a pre-programmed cycle can be generated; start/stop/switch-over commands and reference generation
types parameters can be set to design a customized sequence of motion phases adapted to the specific application requirements (see 3.2).


Connection


E-A-PS-USB/DB9 USB to serial adapter


E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 serial cable


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


Z-SW-FULL                 DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


Z-SW-FULL-N             DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of Z-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos Z-SW programming
software connected via RS232 serial port to the digital controller. For fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's
parameterization through serial port also if the controller is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


Z-SW-FULL           support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)
                                                        BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
Note: Z-SW programming software supports controllers with option SP, SF, SL for alternated control


WARNING: controllers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)







14 WIRING BLOCK EXAMPLES
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14.2 Alternated position/force control - external reference - SSI actuator transducer - 2 pressure transducers - CANopen 


14.1 Position control - external analog reference - potentiometer actuator transducer


14.3 Alternated position/force control - internal reference generation -  encoder actuator transducer - load cell - PROFIBUS-DP 


POWER SUPPLY
24VDC


ANALOG POSITION
REFERENCE 


ANALOG FORCE
REFERENCE 


ANALOG POSITION
MONITOR


ANALOG FORCE
MONITOR


VALVE REF.


VALVE MONITOR +


VALVE MONITOR -


PRESSURE 1+


PRESSURE 1-


PRESSURE 2+


PRESSURE 2-


SSI CLOCK+


SSI CLOCK-


SSI DATA+


SSI DATA-


CAN_H


CAN_L


CAN_GND


AGND


POWER SUPPLY
24VDC


ANALOG POSITION
REFERENCE


DIGITAL ENABLE
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC


ANALOG POSITION
MONITOR


DIGITAL FAULT 
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC


VALVE REF.


VALVE MONITOR +


VALVE MONITOR -


DI 1


DI 3


DI 2


VREF +10VDC


VREF -10VDC


P_TR+


P_TR-


AGND


DO 1


DO 2


(1)


(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to the specific technical table
(2) For the potentiometer position transducer connection please refer to transducer datasheet
(3) For the analog position transducer connection please refer to transducer datasheet


(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to
the specific technical table


(2) Only for start-up and maintenance operations
(3) CANopen fieldbus interface on rear connector
(4) For the SSI position transducer connection please refer to


transducer datasheet
(5) Pressure transducer connection with current signal output


(1)


DIGITAL ENABLE
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC


DIGITAL FAULT
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC


POWER SUPPLY
24VDC


ANALOG POSITION
REFERENCE 


ANALOG FORCE
REFERENCE 


ANALOG POSITION
MONITOR


ANALOG FORCE
MONITOR


AGND


DIGITAL ENABLE
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC


VALVE REF.


VALVE MONITOR +


VALVE MONITOR -


FORCE 1+


FORCE 1-


INC UA1


INC /UA1


INC UA2


INC /UA2


INC UA0


INC /UA0


INC +5VDC


GND


EXTERNAL
ENCODER


Real-time
fieldbus


CANopen
INTERFACE


Z-ME-KZ-PS


Z-ME-KZ-PS/BC


Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP


(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to
the specific technical table


(2) Only for start-up and maintenance operations
(3) PROFIBUS-DP fieldbus interface on front panel
(4) For the encoder position transducer connection please


refer to transducer datasheet


(3)


Rear side connections


Rear side connections


Rear side connections


(2)


(2)


(2)


(2)


(3)


(1)


03/17


(2)


(3)


P_TR+


P_TR-


AGND


(5)


PRESSURE 1+


AGND


(4)


(4)


DIGITAL FAULT
ON=24VDC; OFF=0VDC








Digital servoproportionals with integral axis controller
direct and pilot operated directional valves with position transducer - zero overlap spool


www.atos.com Table FS230-4/E


FS230


DLHZO-TEZ-D-SF-EH-040


�


Main connector


Fieldbus
connectors


Position
connector


Force
connector


Digital servoproportionals direct or pilot
operated include valve’s driver + axis
controller � to perform the position clo-
sed loop of any linear or rotative hydraulic
actuator.
The controlled actuator has to be equip-
ped with integral or external transducer �
(analog, potentiometer, SSI or Encoder) to
feedback the axis position.
Directional servoproportionals are opera-
ted by an external or internally generated
reference position signal (see ).
S option adds alternated pressure/force
control to the basic position one (see );
1 or 2 pressure/force transducers � and
a second pressure/force reference signal
are required.
Atos PC software allows to customize the
controller configuration to the specific
application requirements.
Atos also supplies complete servoactua-
tors integrating servocylinder, digital ser-
voproportional valve and axis controller,
fully assembled and tested.


3


2


MODEL CODE1


DLHZO
Direct operated
servoproportional
sleeve execution:
DLHZO = size 06
DLKZOR = size 10


- T D -SF -EH 0


Fieldbus interface, USB port always present:
NP= Not Present               EH = EtherCAT
BC= CANopen                  EW= POWERLINK
BP = PROFIBUS DP          EI   = EtherNet/IP


Alternated P/Q control, see section :
SN= none
SP = pressure control (1 pressure transducer)
SF = force control (2 pressure transducers)
SL = force control (load cell)


3


Position transducer type:
A = Analog (standard, potentiometer)
D = Digital (SSI, Encoder)


EZ = integral digital driver +
axis controller


Valve size, ISO 4401: 0 = 06    1 = 10


Configuration: 4 = with fail safe    6 = without fail safe


Spool overlapping in central position: 0 = zero


L5


DPZO
Pilot operated
servoproportional:
DPZO


Spool type:
L0, L1, L3, L5, L7 = linear (L0, L1, L5, only for valve size 06)
D7 = differential-linear (as L, but with P-A = Q, P-B = Q/2)
DT7 = as D, but with non linear regulation
T5, T7 = not linear regulation (T5 only for valve size 10)


Fail safe type, only for configuration 4:
1 = A, B, P, T with positive overlapping (20% of spool stroke)
3 = P positive (20% of spool stroke); A, B, T negative overlapping


4 0 - /


1


Valve size, ISO 4401: 1 = 10     2 = 16     4 = 25     4M = 27     6 = 32     8 = 35


Configuration: 6 = spring offset (only for spool L)    7 = 3 position, spring centered


Spool overlapping in central position: 0 = zero


L56 0 - /


Spool type:
L3, L5 = linear (L3, only for valve size 16)
DL5 = differential-linear (as L, but with P-A = Q, P-B = Q/2)
T5 = not linear regulation (only for valve size 16)


0


Valve size, ISO 4401: 0 = 06    1 = 10


L57 0 - /


Spool type:
L3, L5 = linear
D5 = differential-linear (as L, but with P-A = Q, P-B = Q/2)


DHZO
Direct operated
servoproportional:
DHZO = size 06
DKZOR = size 10


-


Hydraulic options see tech table FS168
Electronic options, see section 7


�


D -SF -EH-


D -SF -EH-


1


*


Hydraulic options see tech table FS178
Electronic options, see section 7*


Hydraulic options see tech table FS180
Electronic options, see section 7*


�


�


Spool overlapping in central position: 0 = zero


Configuration: 7 = 3 position, spring centered


EZ


T = closed loop
1 LVDT transducer


- T EZ


T = closed loop
1 LVDT transducer


EZ = integral digital driver +
axis controller


L = closed loop
2 LVDT transducers


EZ = integral digital driver +
axis controller


- L EZ


-


-


-







2 POSITION REFERENCE MODE


2.2 Internal reference generation


Axis controller regulates in closed loop the actuator position according to an internally gene-
rated reference position signal and to the position feedback from the actuator transducer.


The internal reference signal is generated by a pre-programmed cycle; only start, stop and
switch-over commands are required from the machine electronic central unit by means :


- on-off commands (c)


- fieldbus commands (d)


Atos PC software allows to design a customized sequence of motion phases adapted to
the specific application requirements: a range of predefined standard sequences are
available in the Z-SW software.


Start/stop/switch-over commands and reference generation type can be set for each
phase in order to realize an automatic cycle according to the application requests. Refer to
the controller user manual for further details on commands and reference generation type.


2.1 External reference generation


Axis controller regulates in closed loop the actuator position according to an external refe-
rence position signal and to the position feedback from the actuator transducer.


The external reference signal can be software selected among:


Analog reference (a) - the controller receives in real time the reference signal from the
machine electronic central unit by means analog input on the main connector.


Fieldbus reference (b) - the controller receives in real time the reference signal from the
machine electronic central unit by means digital fieldbus communication.


For fieldbus communication details, please refer to the controller user manual.


Start / stop / switch-over commands examples


External digital input      on-off commands, on main connector, are used to start/stop the cycle generation or to change the motion phase


External fieldbus input   on-off commands, by fieldbus communication, are used to start/stop the cycle generation or to change the motion phase


Switch by position          switch-over from actual to following motion phase occurs when the actual position reaches a programmed value


Switch by time               switch-over from actual to following motion phase occurs after a fixed time, starting from the actual phase activation


Reference generation types examples


Absolute   a target position reference signal is internally generated for each motion phase; maximum speed and acceleration can be set to
obtain a smooth and precise position control


Relative     as ‘Absolute’ but the target position corresponds to the actuator position plus a fixed quote internally set by software


Time                               as ‘Absolute’ type but the controller automatically determines the speed and acceleration in order to reach the target absolute
position in the fixed time internally set by software


M


M


External reference generation


Internal reference generation


Fieldbus network


position


t


pos


speed profile generated


On-off 
commands (c)


switch-over points


Fieldbus network


Fieldbus 
reference (b)


Analog 
reference (a)


Fieldbus 
commands (d)


Machine
central unit


Machine
central unit


3 ALTERNATED POSITION / FORCE CONTROL


S option allows to add the alternated force closed loop control to the actuator’s standard
position control, requiring one or two remote transducers (pressure or force) that have to
be installed on the actuator, see below functional schemes.


The position/force controls are operated according to two separate reference signals and
a dedicated algorithm automatically selects which control is active time by time.


The dynamics of the switching between the two controls can be regulated thanks to speci-
fic software setting, in order to avoid instability and vibrations.


Position control is active (see phase � and � at side) when the actuator force is lower
than the relevant reference signal - the valve controls the actuator position by closed-loop
regulation.


Force control is active (see phase � and � at side) when the actuator actual force, mea-
sured by remote transducers, grows up to the relevant reference signal - the controller
reduces the valve’s regulation in order to limit the actuator force; if the force tends to
decrease under its reference signal, the position control returns active.


speed profile generated


t


t


force


� � � �forward
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backward
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force
control


force
control
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actual value


Alternated control configurations
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one remote pressure transducer has to be
installed on the actuator’s port to be controlled


two remote pressure transducers have to be
installed on the actuator’s ports; the actuator force
is calculated by the pressure feedbacks (Pa - Pb)


one load cell transducer has to be installed
between the actuator and the controlled load


valve’s spool transducer actuator’s position transducer pressure transducer load cell  T M P L
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Hydraulic presses


Process valves


Process valves motion regulation requires smooth and remote controls due
to wide distributed applications.


DHZO-T proportional valve with spool position transducer allows smooth
regulations and accurate movements.


Axis controller allows remote control thanks to:


- internal reference generation with maximum speed and acceleration set-
tings for standing alone axis control


- potentiometer position transducer for compact and cost effective solution
- fieldbus connection for easy parameterization and remote commands


T


A B


P T


DRIVER


M


CONTROLLER


0 1 1


APPLICATION EXAMPLES4


Multiaxis simulators


T


A B


P T


DRIVER


CONTROLLER


M


Clamp control on plastic machines 


Clamp movements involve fast/slow motion with accurate alternated posi-
tion/force controls for the mould safety functions.


DKZOR-T proportional valve allows to obtain quick and accurate regulations
in the different working/control phases of the machine.


Axis controller with force control (SF control) simplifies the hydraulic + elec-
tronic system architecture and combines position/force regulation in a single
device thanks to:


- internal reference generation for standing alone axis control
- SSI digital position transducer for high performance solution
- two pressure transducers for alternated force control
- fieldbus connection for machine remote control and advanced diagnostics
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To obtain the desired simulation effects, the machine central electronic unit
of multiaxis simulators generates the time-dependent motion profiles and
synchronizes all the controlled axis.


DLHZO-T high performance servoproportional valve in steel sleeve execu-
tion allows to obtain fast, accurate and reliable movements of the system.


Axis controller allows high performance position control and easy optimiza-
tion of the system architecture thanks to:


- analog position reference mode for real time motion profile synchronization 
- analog position transducer for reliable and compact solution
- complete diagnostic functionalities for advanced system monitoring


t


t


speed profile generated


force


Hydraulic presses perform shaft assembly with and accurate force and posi-
tion control. Several set of motion parameters can be internally stored and
selected by machine electronic control unit to adapt the presses performan-
ces to the specific production.


DLHZO-T high performance servoproportional valve in steel sleeve execu-
tion allows to obtain accurate position and force controls in a single device.


Axis controller with force control (SL control) performs position/force control
thanks to:


- fieldbus reference mode for remote control
- encoder position transducer for accurate position control loop
- one load cell for alternated force control
- complete diagnostic functionalities for advanced system monitoring


speed profile generated


force


SP – position/pressure control


Adds pressure control to standard position control and permits to limit the max force in one direction controlling in closed loop the pressure acting on one
side of the hydraulic actuator. A single pressure transducer has to be installed on hydraulic line to be controlled.


SF – position/force control


Adds force control to standard position control and permits to limit the max force in two directions controlling in closed loop the delta pressure acting on
both sides of the hydraulic actuator. Two pressure transducers have to be installed on both hydraulic line.


SL – position/force control


Adds force control to standard position control and permits to limit the max force in one or two directions controlling in closed loop the force performed by
the hydraulic actuator. A load cell has to be installed on hydraulic actuator.


General Notes:


-  servoproportional type DLHZO, DLKZOR and DPZO-L are strongly recommended for high accuracy applications - see tech tables FS180, FS178
-  auxiliary check valves are recommended in case of specific hydraulic configuration requirements in absence of power supply or fault - see tech table
E115


-  for additional information about alternated P/Q controls configuration please refer to tech table GS212
-  Atos technical service is available for additional evaluations related to specific applications usage
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6 CONNECTIONS AND LEDS


MAIN
CONNECTOR


USB CONNECTOR
(always present)


DIGITAL POSITION
TRANSDUCER


COIL CONNECTION
(only for 05H version)


DIGITAL POSITION
TRANSDUCER


(female)


Note: connectors front view


ANALOG POSITION
TRANSDUCER


(female)
FIELDBUS


CONNECTOR


PRESSURE/FORCE
TRANSDUCERS


(female)


USB
(female)


CANopen
(male)


MAIN CONNECTOR
(male)


CANopen
(female)


PROFIBUS DP
(male)


PROFIBUS DP
(female)


DOUBLE
PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS


ANALOG POSITION
TRANSDUCER


FIELDBUS
CONNECTOR


PE


DIAGNOSTIC LEDS
(see 6.1)


Power supplies 
(see 7.1, 7.6)


Nominal                          : +24 VDC


Rectified and filtered      : VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 50 W


Reference input signals
(see 7.2, 7.3)


Voltage:  range  ±10 VDC  (24 VMAX tollerant) Input impedance:    Ri > 50 kW  
Current:  range  ±20 mA Input impedance:    Ri = 500 W  


Monitor outputs
(see 7.4, 7.5)


Output range:             voltage       ±10 VDC @ max 5 mA
                                  current        ±20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance 


Enable  input  (see 7.8) Range:  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 9 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 9 VDC  (not accepted);  Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output   (see 7.7)
Output range:  0 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA;
external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Alarms Solenoid not connected/short circuit, cable break with current reference signal, over/under temperature,
valve spool transducer malfunctions


Position transducers power supply 
+24 VDC @ max 100 mA and +5 VDC@ max 100 mA are software selectable;
±10 VDC @ max 14 mA minimum load resistance 700 W


Pressure/Force transducers power supply +24 VDC @ max 100 mA


Format Sealed box on the valve; IP66 / IP67 protection degree with mating connectors


Tropicalization Tropical coating on electronic PCB


Operating temperature -40 ÷ +60 °C  (storage -40 ÷ +70 °C)


Mass Approx. 510 g


Additional characteristics Short circuit protection of solenoid’s current supply; 3 leds for diagnostic; spool position control by P.I.D. with
rapid solenoid switching; protection against reverse polarity of power supply


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 61000-2; Emission: EN 61000-3)


Communication interface USB
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS DP
EN50170-2/IEC61158


EtherCAT, POWERLINK, EtherNet/IP
IEC 61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
USB 2.0 + USB OTG


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


Fast Ethernet, insulated
100 Base TX


Recommended wiring cable (see )13 LiYCY shielded cables


5 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS


Note:   a minimum booting time between 400 and 800 ms has be considered from the driver energizing with the 24 VDC power supply before the valve
has been ready to operate. During this time the current to the valve coils is switched to zero


Three leds show controller operative conditions for immediate basic diagnostics. Please refer to the controller user manual for detailed information.


6.1    Diagnostic LEDs    L


SPOOL POSITION
MAIN STAGE
(only for piloted valve)


SINGLE
PRESSURE/FORCE
TRANSDUCERS


DO NOT REMOVE


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - INPUT)


EtherCAT, POWERLINK,
EtherNet/IP


(female - OUTPUT)


NP
Not Present


BC
CANopen     


BP
PROFIBUS DP


EH
EtherCAT            


EW
POWERLINK


EI
EtherNet/IP


L1 VALVE STATUS LINK/ACT


L2 NETWORK STATUS NETWORK STATUS


L3 SOLENOID STATUS LINK/ACT


FIELDBUS


LEDS


L1 L2 L3







                 EH, EW, EI fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 4 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 TX+ Transmitter
2 RX+ Receiver
3 TX- Transmitter
4 RX- Receiver


Housing SHIELD


                 BC fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 CAN_SHLD Shield
2 not used -        pass-through connection (2)
3 CAN_GND Signal zero data line
4 CAN_H Bus line (high)
5 CAN_L Bus line (low)


                 USB connector - M12 - 5 pin   always present


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V_USB Power supply
2 ID Identification
3 GND_USB Signal zero data line
4 D- Data line -
5 D+ Data line +


                 BP fieldbus execution, connector - M12 - 5 pin


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION (1)


1 +5V Termination supply signal
2 LINE-A Bus line (high)
3 DGND Data line and termination signal zero
4 LINE-B Bus line (low)
5 SHIELD


FS230


6.4    Remote pressure/force transducer connector - M12 - 5 pin          - see 13.3


Note: (1) single/double transducer configuration is software selectable - see 7.10


6.3    Communication connectors           -          - see 13.2


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS NOTES


1 V+ Power supply 24 VDC (see 71) Input - power supply
2 V0 Power supply 0 VDC (see 7.1) Gnd - power supply
3 ENABLE Enable (24 VDC) or disable (0 VDC) the controller, referred to V0   (see 7.8) Input - on/off signal


4 P_INPUT+ Position reference input signal:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range   (see 7.2)


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


5 INPUT- Negative reference input signal for P_INPUT+ and F_INPUT+ Gnd - analog signal


6 P_MONITOR Position monitor output signal:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range, referred to VL0   (see 7.4)


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


7 F_INPUT+ Pressure/Force reference input signal (SP, SF, SL controls):
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range (see 7.3)


Input - analog signal
Software selectable


8 F_MONITOR Pressure/Force (SP, SF, SL controls) or valve spool position (SN control) monitor output signal:
±10 VDC / ±20mA maximum range, referred to VL0 (see 7.5)


Output - analog signal
Software selectable


9 VL+ Power supply 24 VDC for controller’s logic and communication   (see 7.6) Input - power supply
10 VL0 (1) Power supply 0 VDC for controller’s logic and communication   (see 7.6) Gnd - power supply
11 FAULT Fault (0 VDC) or normal working (24 VDC), referred to V0   (see 7.7) Output - on/off signal
PE EARTH Internally connected to controller housing


6.2    Main connector - 12 pin           - see 13.1


Note: (1) do not disconnect VL0 before VL+ when the controller is connected to PC USB port


6.5    D execution - Digital position transducers connector - M12 - 8 pin          - see 13.4


SSI - default transducer (1) Encoder (1)


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES


1 CLOCK+ Serial syncronous clock (+)


Input - digital signal


/R Input channel /R


Input - digital signal


2 CLOCK- Serial syncronous clock (-) /R Input channel /R
3 DATA+ Serial position data (+) /A Input channel /A
4 DATA- Serial position data (-) /A Input channel /A
5 NC


Not connect Do not connect
/B Input channel /B


6 NC /B Input channel /B


7 VP Power supply:
+24VDC , +5VDC or OFF (default OFF)


Output - power supply
Software selectable VP Power supply:


+24VDC , +5VDC or OFF (default OFF)
Output - power supply
Software selectable


8 0 V Common gnd for transducer power
and signals Common gnd 0 V Common gnd for transducer power


and signals Common gnd


E1


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES Potentiometer Analog


1 VP +24V Power supply:
+24VDC or OFF (default OFF)


Output - power supply
Software selectable / Connect


2 VP +10V Power supply reference +10VDC (always present) Output - power supply Connect /
3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power and signals Common gnd Connect Connect
4 TR Signal transducer Input - analog signal Connect Connect
5 VP -10V Power supply reference -10VDC (always present) Output - power supply Connect /


6.6    A execution - Analog position transducers connector - M12 - 5 pin          - see 13.4E2


Note: (1) digital position transducer type is software selectable: Encoder or SSI - see 7.9


Note: analog input range is software selectable - see 7.9


Notes: (1) shield connection on connector’s housing is recommended                           (2): pin 2 can be fed with external +5V supply of CAN interface


PIN SIGNAL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION NOTES SP, SL - Single transducer (1)
Voltage Current


SF - Double transducers (1)
Voltage Current


1 VF +24V Power supply +24VDC Output - power supply Connect Connect Connect Connect


2 TR1 1st signal transducer:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range


Input - analog signal
Software selectable Connect Connect Connect Connect


3 AGND Common gnd for transducer power
and signals Common gnd Connect / Connect /


4 TR2 2nd signal transducer:
±10 VDC / ±20 mA maximum range


Input - analog signal
Software selectable / / Connect Connect


5 NC Not connect / / / /







Atos digital controllers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the prescriptions shown in tech table F003 and in the user manuals inclu-
ded in the Z-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the controller (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s
safety components, as prescribed by the European standards.


7.1    Power supply (V+ and V0)
        The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a


4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        In case of double power supply see 7.6.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each power supply: 2,5 A time lag fuse.


7.2    Position reference input signal (P_INPUT+)
        Functionality of P_INPUT+ signal (pin 4), depends on controllers’ reference mode (see section ):
        external analog reference generation (see 2.1): input is used as reference for the controller axis position closed loop.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        fieldbus/internal reference generation (see 2.2): analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


7.3    Pressure or force reference input signal (F_INPUT+)
        Functionality of F_INPUT+ signal (pin 7), depends on selected controllers’ reference mode and alternated control options (see section ):
        SP, SL, SF controls and external analog reference selected : input is used as reference for the controller pressure/force closed loop.
        Reference input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        SN control or fieldbus/internal reference selected: analog reference input signal can be used as on-off commands with input range 0 ÷ 24VDC.


7.4    Position monitor output signal (P_MONITOR)
        The controller generates an analog output signal proportional to the actual axis position; the monitor output signal can be software set to show other


signals available in the controller (e.g. analog reference, fieldbus reference, position error, valve spool position).
        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


7.5    Pressure or force monitor output signal (F_MONITOR)
        The controller generates an analog output signal according to alternated pressure/force control option:
         SN control: output signal is proportional to the actual valve spool position
         SP, SL, SF controls: output signal is proportional to the actual pressure/forcel applied to the cylinder’s rod end
         Monitor output signals can be software set to show other signals available in the controller (e.g. analog reference, force reference).
         The output range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC or ±20 mA.
        Monitor output signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /I option.
        Output signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


7.6   Power supply for controller’s logic and communication (VL+ and VL0 )
        The power supply for driver’s logic and communication must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V


capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a 4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
        The separate power supply for driver's logic on pin 9 and 10, allow to remove solenoid power supply from pin 1 and 2 maintaining active the diagnostics,


USB and fieldbus communications.
        A safety fuse is required in series to each driver’s logic and communication power supply: 500 mA fast fuse.


7.7    Fault output signal (FAULT)
        Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the controller (solenoid short circuits/not connected, reference or transducer signal cable broken,


maximum error exceeded, etc.). Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC.
        Fault status is not affected by the status of the Enable input signal.
        Fault output signal can be used as digital output by software selection.


7.8    Enable Input Signal (ENABLE)
        To enable the controller, a 24VDC voltage has to be applied on pin 3.
        When the Enable signal is set to zero the controller can be software set to perform one of the following actions:
        - maintain the actuator actual position in close loop control
        - move towards a predefined position in closed loop control and maintains the reached position (hold position)
        - move forward or backward in open loop (only the valve’s closed loop remain active)
        - disable the valve functioning (current output stage is switched off and the valve goes in fail safe/central position)


7.9 Position transducer input signal
        A position transducer must be always directly connected to the controller. Select the correct controller execution depending on the desired transdu-


cer interface: digital SSI or Encoder (D execution), potentiometer or a generic transducer with analog interface (A execution).
        Position digital input signal is factory preset to binary SSI, it can be reconfigured via software selecting between binary/gray SSI and Encoder.
        Position analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


        Refer to position transducer characteristics to select the transducer type according to specific application requirements (see 9.1).


7.10 Remote pressure/force transducer input signals - only for SP, SF, SL
        Analog remote pressure transducers or load cell can be directly connected to the controller.
        Analog input signal is factory preset according to selected valve code, defaults are ±10 VDC for standard and 4 ÷ 20 mA for /C option.
        Input signal can be reconfigured via software selecting between voltage and current, within a maximum range of ±10 VDC or ± 20 mA.


            Refer to pressure/force transducer characteristics to select the transducer type according to specific application requirements (see 9.2).


7.11  Possible combined electronic options:
        For A-SN, A-SP, A-SF, A-SL: /I, /C, /CI
        For D-SN: /I
        For D-SP, D-SF, D-SL: /I, /C, /CI
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7 SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS


8 IN / OUT FIELDBUS COMMUNICATION CONNECTORS


Two fieldbus communication connectors are always available for digital drivers executions BC, BP, EH, EW, EI.
This features allows considerable technical advantages in terms of installation simplicity, wirings reduction
and also avoid the usage expensive T-connectors.
For BC and BP executions the fieldbus connectors have an internal pass-through connection and can be
used like end point of the fieldbus network, using an external terminator (see tech table GS500).
For EH, EW and EI execution the external terminators are not required: each connector is internally terminated.


BC and BP pass-through connection


fieldbus
network


fieldbus
interface


fieldbus
network







11 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


For a detailed descriptions of the available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user manuals included in the Z-SW programming
software:
Z-MAN-RI-LEZ    - user manual for TEZ and LEZ with SN
Z-MAN-RI-LEZ-S - user manual for TEZ and LEZ with SP, SF, SL


11.1 External reference and transducer parameters
Allow to configure the controller reference and transducer inputs, analog or digital, to match the specific application requirements:
- Scaling parameters          define the correspondence of these signals with the specific actuator stroke or force to be controlled
- Limit parameters              define maximum/minimum stroke and force to detect possible alarm conditions
- Homing parameters         define the startup procedure to initialize incremental transducer (e.g. Encoder)


11.2 PID control dynamics parameters
Allow to optimize and adapt the controller closed loop to the wide range of hydraulic system characteristics:
- PID parameters                each part of the closed loop algorithm (proportional, integral, derivative, feed forward, fine positioning, etc) can be modified to


match the application requirements


11.3 Monitoring parameters
Allow to configure the controller monitoring function of the positioning error (difference between actual reference and feedback) and detects anomalous
conditions:
- Monitoring parameters     maximum allowed errors can be set for both static and dynamic positioning phases, and dedicated waiting times can be set to


delay the activation of the alarm condition and relevant reaction (see 11.4)


11.4 Fault parameters
Allow to configure how the controller detect and react to alarm conditions:
- Diagnostics parameters   define different conditions, threshold and delay time to detect alarm conditions
- Reaction parameters       define different actions to be performed in case of alarm presence (stop at actual or preprogrammed position, emergency


forward/backward, controller disabling, etc.)


11.5 Valve characteristics compensation
Allow to modify the valve regulation to match the actuator/system characteristics and to obtain the best overall performances:
- Valve parameters              modify the standard valve regulation by means of deadband compensation, curve linearization and differentiated gain for posi-


tive and negative regulation


11.6 Motion phases parameters
When the internal reference generation is active a pre-programmed cycle can be generated; start/stop/switch-over commands and reference generation
types parameters can be set to design a customized sequence of motion phases adapted to the specific application requirements (see 2.2).


10 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500


FS230


9 ACTUATOR’S TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS


9.1    Position transducers
The accuracy of the position control is strongly dependent to the selected position transducer. Four different transducer interfaces are available on
the controllers, depending to the system requirements: potentiometer or analog signal (A execution), SSI or Encoder (D execution).
Transducers with digital interface allow high resolution and accurate measures, that combined with fieldbus communication grants highest performances.
Transducers with analog interface grant simple and cost effective solutions.


9.2    Pressure/force transducers
The accuracy of the pressure/force control is strongly dependent to the selected pressure/force transducer (see section ). Alternated
pressure/force controls require to install pressure transducers or load cell to measure the actual pressure/force values.
Pressure transducers allow easy system integration and cost effective solution for both alternated position/pressure and position/force controls
(see tech table GS465 for pressure transducers details). Load cell transducers allow the user to get high accuracy and precise regulations for
alternated position/force control.
The characteristics of the remote pressure/force transducers must be always selected to match the application requirements and to obtain the
best performances: transducer nominal range should be at least 115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.


9.3        Transducers characteristics & interfaces - following values are just for reference, for details please consult the transducer’s datasheet
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Notes: (1) power supply provided by digital controller - see 6.5 and 6.6   (2) percentage of total stroke   (3) Balluff BTL7 with SSI interface is not supported


Position Pressure/Force


Execution A D SP, SF, SL


Input type       Potentiometer Analog SSI (3) Incremental Encoder Analog


Power supply  (1) ±10 VDC +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +24 VDC


Controller Interface ±10V 0 ÷ 10V 4 ÷ 20 mA Serial SSI binary/gray TTL 5Vpp - 150 KHz ±10 VDC 4 ÷ 20 mA


Max speed 0,5 m/s 1 m/s 2 m/s 2 m/s -


Max Resolution < 0.4 % FS < 0.2 % FS 1 mm 1 mm (@ 0.15 m/s) < 0.4 % FS


Linearity error (2) ± 0.1% FS < ±0.03% FS <  ± 0.01 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.25% FS


Repeatability  (2) ± 0.05% FS < ± 0.005% FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.1% FS


USB connection


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable


E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


Z-SW-FULL                 DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


Z-SW-FULL-N             DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of Z-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos Z-SW programming
software connected via USB port to the digital controller. For fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's
parameterization through USB port also if the controller is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


Z-SW-FULL           support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)
                                                        BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)
                                                        EH (EtherCAT)              EW (POWERLINK)              EI (EtherNet/IP)
Note: Z-SW programming software supports controllers with option SP, SF, SL for alternated control


WARNING: controllers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)







A1


A2


A1


B


B


D1


D2


E1


E2


E1


E2


D1


D2


A2


B E1 E2


13 CONNECTORS CHARACTERISTICS - to be ordered separately


CONNECTOR TYPE SP, SL - Single transducer SF - Double transducers


CODE ZH-5PM/1.5 ZH-5PM-2/2


Type 5 pin male straight circular 4 pin male straight circular
Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101
Material Plastic Plastic
Cable gland Connector moulded on cables 1,5 m lenght Connector moulded on cables 2 m lenght
Cable 5 x 0,25 mm2 3 x 0,25 mm2 (both cables)
Connection type molded cable splitting cable
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


12 OVERALL DIMENSIONS [mm]


TEZ / LEZ


ZM-12P - 12 pin (Metallic)


PROFIBUS DP ZM-5PM/BP


13.3  Pressure/Force transducer connectors - only for SP, SF, SL


ZM-5PM


ZM-5PF


ZM-4PM/E
EtherCAT


POWERLINK
EtherNet/IP


CANopen


ZM-5PF/BP


ZH-12P - 12 pin (Plastic)


CONNECTOR TYPE POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY


CODE ZM-12P ZH-12P


Type 12pin female straight circular 12pin female straight circular
Standard DIN 43651 DIN 43651
Material Metallic Plastic reinforced with fiber glass
Cable gland PG13,5 PG16


Recommended cable LiYCY 12 x 0,75 mm2 max 20 m (logic and power supply) LiYCY 10 x 0,14mm2 max 40 m (logic)
LiYY 3 x 1mm2 max 40 m (power supply)


Conductor size 0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2  - available for 12 wires 0,14 mm2 to 0,5 mm2 - available for 9 wires
0,5 mm2 to 1,5 mm2 - available for 3 wires


Connection type to crimp to crimp
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


13.1        Main connectors


A2A1


Note: use of metallic connectors is strongly recommended in order to fulfill EMC requirements


13.2  Fieldbus communication connectors


CONNECTOR TYPE BC CANopen (1) BP PROFIBUS DP (1) EH EtherCAT, EW POWERLINK,
EI EtherNet/IP (2)


CODE ZM-5PF ZM-5PM ZM-5PF/BP ZM-5PM/BP ZM-4PM/E


Type 5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


5 pin female
straight circular


5 pin male
straight circular


4 pin male
straight circular


Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding B – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding D – IEC 61076-2-101
Material Metallic Metallic Metallic
Cable gland Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 6÷8 mm Pressure nut - cable diameter 4÷8 mm
Cable CANbus Standard (DR 303-1) PROFIBUS DP Standard Ethernet standard CAT-5
Connection type screw terminal screw terminal terminal block
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67 IP 67


Notes: (1) E-TRM-** terminators can be ordered separately - see tech table GS500 (2) internally terminated


CONNECTOR TYPE DIGITAL POSITION TRANSDUCER
D execution - see 6.5


ANALOG POSITION TRANSDUCER
A execution - see 6.6


CODE ZH-8PM/5 ZH-5PM/1.5


Type 8 pin male straight circular 5 pin male straight circular
Standard M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101 M12 coding A – IEC 61076-2-101
Material Plastic Plastic
Cable gland Connector moulded on cables 5 m lenght Connector moulded on cables 1,5 m lenght
Cable 8 x 0,25 mm2 5 x 0,25 mm2


Connection type molded cable molded cable
Protection (EN 60529) IP 67 IP 67


13.4  Position transducer connectors


E1 E2


Main
connectors


ZH-5PM-2/2
DOUBLE PRESSURE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 2m


ZH-5PM/1.5
SINGLE PRESSURE/FORCE TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


E-C-SB-USB/M12
USB CABLE
cable lenght 4m


ZH-8PM/5
DIGITAL POSITION TRANSDUCERS
cable lenght 5m


ZH-5PM/1.5
ANALOG POSITION TRANSDUCER
cable lenght 1,5m


PLASTIC PROTECTION CAPS
(supplied with the valve)
Tightening  torque: 0,6 Nm







14 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS DLHZO and DLKZOR [mm]


DLHZO-TEZ-*


ISO 4401: 2005 
Mounting surface: 4401-03-02-0-05 
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts: 
4 socket head screws M5x50 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 8 Nm
Seals: 4 OR 108;   1 OR 2025
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø 7,5 mm (max)


FS230


DLKZOR-TEZ-*
Mass: 2,3 kg


ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-05-04-0-05 
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts: 
4 socket head screws M6x40 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 15 Nm
Seals: 5 OR 2050;   1 OR 108
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø 11,2 mm (max)


Mass: 4,3 kg


DPZO-LEZ-1*
ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-05-05-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts:
4 socket head screws M6x40 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 15 Nm
Seals:  5 OR 2050, 2 OR 108
Diameter of ports A,B, P, T: Ø = 11 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y: Ø = 5 mm


Mass: kg 9,5


DHZO-TEZ-*


DKZOR-TEZ-*
Mass: 3,1 kg


Mass: 5 kg


ISO 4401: 2005 
Mounting surface: 4401-03-02-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts:
4 socket head screws M5x50 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 8 Nm
Seals: 4 OR 108;   1 OR 2025
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø 7,5 mm (max)


ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-05-04-0-05 
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts: 
4 socket head screws M6x40 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 15 Nm
Seals: 5 OR 2050;   1 OR 108
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø 11,2 mm (max)


15 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS DHZO and DKZOR [mm]


16 INSTALLATION DIMENSIONS DPZO [mm]
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= Space to remove main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 12 131


= Space to remove main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 12 131
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= Space to remove main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 12 131
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DPZO-LEZ-2*


DPZO-LEZ-4*


DPZO-LEZ-6*


ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-07-07-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts:
4 socket head screws M10x50 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 70 Nm
2 socket head screws M6x45 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 15 Nm
Seals: 4 OR 130, 2 OR 2043
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø = 20 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y: Ø = 7 mm


Mass: kg 14


ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-08-08-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts: 
6 socket head screws M12x60 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 125 Nm
Seals: 4 OR 4112; 2 OR 3056
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø = 24 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y, L: Ø = 7 mm


Mass: kg 19


ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-10-09-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts:
6 socket head screws M20x90 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 600 Nm
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø = 34 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y: Ø = 7 mm
Seals: 4 OR 144, 2 OR 3056


Mass: kg 43


DPZO-LEZ-8*
ISO 4401: 2005
Mounting surface: 4401-10-09-0-05
(see table P005)
Fastening bolts:
6 socket head screws M20x100 class 12.9
Tightening torque = 600 Nm
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø = 50 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y: Ø = 9 mm
Seals: 4 OR 156, 2 OR 3056


Mass: kg 80


DPZO-4M
Seals: 4 OR 4131; 2 OR 3056
Diameter of ports A, B, P, T: Ø = 32 mm
Diameter of ports X, Y: Ø = 7 mm
Detail of A, B, P, T ports
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= Space to remove main connector. For main and communication connectors see section , 12 131
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Programming tools for digital electronics
Atos PC software, USB adapters, cables and terminators


The E-SW / Z-SW programming software are
the entry door to the Atos digital technology.
They are supplied in DVD format and can be
easily installed on a desktop or a notebook
computer.
The intuitive graphic interface allows to:
•  set up valve’s functional parameters
•  verify the actual working conditions
•  identify and quickly solve fault conditions
•  adapt the factory preset parameters to the


application requirements
•  store the customized setting into the valve
•  archive the customized setting into the PC


The graphic interface is organized in pages
related to different specific groups of functions
and parameters.
The software automatically recognizes the con-
nected valve model and adapts the displayed
parameter groups, according to the selected
access level.
The programming software is available in diffe-
rent versions according to the driver and control-
ler communication interfacing (see section ).
Fieldbus communication software includes also
dedicated manuals and configuration files for
user self management of the Atos electronics,
using a fieldbus master.


Features:
•  automatic valve recognition
•  multilevel graphic interface
•  numeric parameters settings (scale, bias,


ramp, linearization, dither, etc.)
•  real-time parameters modification
•  diagnostic and monitor signals
•  preset data storing into the digital driver and


controller
•  internal oscilloscope function
•  internal database of customized preset


DVD contents:
•  software installer
•  user manuals
•  fieldbus communication manuals and confi-


guration files
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BASIC


Supported communication interfaces:
BASIC         = NP (USB)                      PS (Serial)                        IR (Infrared)


FIELDBUS  = BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)          EH (EtherCAT)
                        EW (POWERLINK)        EI (EtherNet/IP) 


E-SW = for valve drivers


Supplies:
-   = first supply
N  = next supply


1 PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE


GS500


Option:
PQ  = for drivers with alternated P/Q controls SP, SF, SL


Table GS500-3/Ewww.atos.com


E-SW-BASIC E-SW-BASIC


�   Programming software


�   Personal Computer


�   USB Isolator


�   USB Cable


�   Proportional valve with integral driver


�   USB Adapter


�   Cross Cable


�


�


-


�


�


�


��


POWER
SUPPLY
24VDC


USB direct PC connection


USB adapter PC connection


E - SW * - */


POWER
SUPPLY
24VDC


�


�


Notes:E-SW-FIELDBUS allows EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP drivers programming only through USB or Serial communication port
           E-SW-*/PQ software supports the programming of valves without alternated P/Q control SP, SF, SL 


FULL


Supported communication interfaces:
FULL           = NP (USB)                      PS (Serial)                        
                       BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)          EH (EtherCAT)
                        EW (POWERLINK)        EI (EtherNet/IP)


Z-SW = for axis controllers


Supplies:
-   = first supply
N  = next supply


-Z - SW - *


Note: Z-SW-FULL allows EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP controllers programming only through USB communication port


Valve's functional parameters can be easily set up with Atos E-SW / Z-SW programming software using proper connection to the digital driver/controller.







Personal Computer Pentium® processor 1GHz or equivalent Memory 512 MB RAM + Hard Disk with 250MB free space


Operating System Windows XP SP3 Device Dvd reader


Monitor Resolution 1024 x 768 Interface RS232 serial port (only for PS) or USB port


2 USB - ISOLATOR AND CABLE


WARNING: drivers/controllers USB port is not isolated! Use of USB isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection: wrong earthing connections
may cause high potential difference between GNDs, generating high currents that could damage the PC connected to drivers/controllers.


4  3  2  1
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Connector to driver/controller side
M12 - 5poles - male


Connector to PC side
USB type A - male


1 +5V_USB (1)
2 ID (1)
3 GND_USB GND_USB 4
4 D - D -   2
5 D+ D+ 3


2.2    E-C-SB-USB/M12 - 4 m cable


(1) do not connect


Shield connected
to the housing


Shield connected
to the housing


2.1    E-A-SB-USB/OPT - isolator adapter from PC USB port to USB cables


USB type A, male
to PC USB port


USB type A, female
to E-C-SB-USB/M12  


50 mm


• USB 2.0 Full speed (12 MBps)
• electrical isolation 1 kV
• temperature range, -40° ÷ +50° (relative humidity 25% ÷ 75%)
• external power supply not required (power 400 mA output, 5 V ±10%)
• MTBF >1,2 million hours (MIL standard)


      


4  3  2  1


      


5  4  3  2  1


Connector to driver/controller side
Mini USB type B - male


Connector to PC side
USB type A - male


2.3    E-C-SB-USB/BM - 3 m cable


Shield connected
to the housing


Shield connected
to the housing


E-SW-BASIC Software can be downloaded upon web registration at www.download.atos.com; service and DVD not included
Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software free license) and login data to access
Atos Download Area
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs the Activation Code


DVD contents


Include software installer, user manuals and fieldbus configuration files (EDS for BC, GSD for BP, XML for EH, XDD for EW and EDS for EI).


Atos Download Area


Direct access to latest releases of programming software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com
Software and USB drivers can be easily installed following the instruction contained in the “info.txt” files.
An automatic mailing message will inform all the registered users whenever a new software upgrade is available.


E-SW / Z-SW minimum PC requirements


Free programming software, web download:


E-SW-BASIC Software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com; 1 year service included
Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access personal
Atos Download Area.
The software remains active for 10 days from the installation date and then it stops until the user inputs the Activation Code


E-SW-BASIC/PQ
E-SW-FIELDBUS
E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ
Z-SW-FULL


DVD first supply of programming software, to be ordered separately:


E-SW-BASIC-N Only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registrationE-SW-BASIC/PQ-N


E-SW-FIELDBUS-N
E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ-N
Z-SW-FULL-N


DVD next supplies of programming software, to be ordered separately:


Programming software FIELDBUS and FULL can program digital electronics through:
- USB communication port for all standard versions of drivers/controllers
- RS232 Serial communication port for all versions of AES s30 drivers and Z-ME-KZ-PS s12 controllers


E-C-SB-USB/M12 cable
E-A-SB-USB/OPT isolator


E-C-SB-USB/BM cable


Note: the software BASIC, FIELDBUS and FULL are NOT interchangeable and must be ordered separately


E-SW / Z-SW software permit valve's parameterization through USB port.


to PC USB port


AEB, REB, RES, TEB, LEB s10
AES, TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ s40 or higher


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES s10


1 +5V_USB +5V_USB 1
2 D - D -   2
3 D+ D+ 3
4 ID
5 GND_USB GND_USB 4
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4 PS serial RS232 - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the PS RS232 serial communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


3.2    E-A-PS-USB/IR - 3 m adapter


• direct infrared communication with the driver
• USB male connector, type A
• plug-in format for direct infrared connection on the driver
• transmission rate 9,6 kbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)


345 2 1


789 634


5
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4.3    E-C-PS-DB9/M12 - 4 m cable


5 RS_TX PC_RX 2
4 RS_RX PC_TX 3
3 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - female


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 cable


E-A-PS-USB/DB9 adapter


AES s30
AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31


TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-PS-DB9/M8 cable


E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45 cable


E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


E-BM-AS s11


Z-ME-KZ-PS s12


4.1     Connection tools


Note: the adapter is not required if PC is already equipped with a RS232 serial communication port


E
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/IR
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R
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E-MI-AS-IR s10
E-MI-AS-IR s11


3.1     Connection tools


E-A-PS-USB/IR adapter


to PC USB port


 


• DB9 male connector according to RS232 serial specification
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 1,6 kbit/s up to 225 kbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)


RS232                          USB


4.2    E-A-PS-USB/DB9 - 0,45 m adapter


4


3 1


3


321 4 5


876 9


4.4    E-C-PS-DB9/M8 - 4 m cable


3 RS_TX PC_RX 2
1 RS_RX PC_TX 3
4 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side 
M8 - 3poles - female


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


4.5    E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45 - 2,5 m cable


345 2 1


789 61 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


6 RS_TX PC_RX 2
5 RS_RX PC_TX 3
4 RS_GND PC_GND 5


Connector to driver side
RJ45 - 8poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


345 2 1


789 6


321 4 5


876 9


2 RS_TX PC_RX 2
3 RS_RX PC_TX 3
5 RS_GND PC_GND 5


4.6    E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 - 4 m cable


Connector to controller side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - female


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of DB9 connector


3 IR infrared - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the IR infrared communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics.
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Infrared USB







345 2 1


789 634
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Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - female


5.3    E-C-BC-DB9/M12 - 2 m cable


5 CAN_L 2
3 CAN_GND 3
1 CAN_SHLD (SHIELD) 5
4 CAN_H 7
2 CAN_V+ 9


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - female


3


4


2


5


1 321 4 5


876 9


5 CABLE SHIELD 1
4 B_LINE 3
2 A_LINE 8


Connector to driver side
M12 - 5poles - male reverse key


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - male


6.3    E-C-BP-DB9/M12 - 2 m cable


5.4    E-C-BC-DB9/RA - 2 m cable


345 2 1


789 6


brown CAN_L 2
yellow CAN_GND 3
shield CAN_SHLD (SHIELD) 5
white CAN_H 7
green CAN_V+ 9


Driver side 
wires to driver terminal block


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - female


E-C-BC-DB9/M12 cable E-A-BC-USB/DB9 adapter
AES s30


AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31
TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-BC-DB9/RA cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


5.1     Connection tools


Note: for AES s30 drivers, the CANbus adapter and cable are not required since driver programming can be performed via RS232 communication port, see 4.1


(1)


 


CANbus                  


Model: isCAN USB - Brand: ifak system


USB
• DB9 male connector according to the CiA specification DR303-1
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 10 kbit/s to 1 Mbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)
• LEDs indicate the actual working condition


5.2    E-A-BC-USB/DB9 - 2 m adapter


5


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the BC CANbus communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


BC CANbus - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


6


The adapter have to be connected to the USB communication port of PC to activate the BP PROFIBUS communication interface towards Atos digital
electrohydraulics. The cross cables connect the relevant connector of the USB adapter with the communication port of the digital drivers/controllers.


BP PROFIBUS - USB COMMUNICATION ADAPTER AND CROSS CABLES


 


PROFIBUS


Model: isPro USBx12 - Brand: ifak system


USB


6.2    E-A-BP-USB/DB9 - 2 m adapter


• DB9 female connector according to the PROFIBUS RS485 specification
• USB male connector, type A
• transmission rate from 1,6 kbit/s  to 12 Mbit/s
• external power supply not required (USB supply)
• LEDs indicate the actual working condition


E-C-BP-DB9/M12 cable


E-A-BP-USB/DB9 adapter


AES s30
AERS, TERS, TES, LES, PES s31


TEZ, LEZ s10


E-C-BP-DB9/RA cable


to PC USB port


Ex-proof AES s30
Ex-proof AERS, TERS, TES, LES, s31


6.1     Connection tools


Note: for AES s30 drivers and Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP s12 controllers, the PROFIBUS adapter and cable are not required since driver programming can be perfor-
med via serial RS232 communication port, see 4.1


(1)


(1)  for usage prescriptions of the
     fieldbus terminator E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9, see section 9.2


E-C-BP-DB9/DB9 cable
Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP s12


(1)  for usage prescriptions of the
     fieldbus terminator E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9, see section 9.2







GS500


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
3 4


2 1


        Typical EtherCAT, POWERLINK and EtherNet/IP cable wiring diagram from industrial M12 connectors to standard RJ45 ethernet connectors.


1 TX+ white/orange 1
3 TX- orange 2
2 RX+ white/green 3
4 RX- green 6


Connector to driver side
M12 - 4poles - male


Connector to EtherCAT, POWERLINK 
and EtherNet/IP network


RJ45 - 8poles - male


Connect the cable shield to the metallic housing of M12 connector


7 EtherCAT, POWERLINK AND EtherNet/P CABLE WIRING DIAGRAM


FIELDBUS TERMINATORS9


For CANopen (BC) or PROFIBUS DP (BP) the fieldbus terminator has to be used.


Connector:
M12 = from M12 output fieldbus connector, drivers/controllers (1)
DB9 = from DB9 connector, adapter side


Terminator


Connector:
5PM = to BC executions, drivers/controllers (1)
4PF = to BP executions, drivers/controllers (1)
DB9 = to DB9 connector, cable side


Fieldbus interfaces:
BC = CANopen 
BP  = PROFIBUS DP


E - TRM - BC - M12 / 5PM


120 ohm


1
2
3
4


5


1


2


3
4


390 ohm


221 ohm


390 ohm


12


3 4


5


2


3


1


4


to CANopen
network


to PC
USB port


to PC
USB port


Adapter side
M12
4poles - female


Adapter side
M12
5poles - male


E-TRM-BC-M12/5PM network CANopen terminator


E-TRM-BP-M12/4PF network PROFIBUS DP terminator


fieldbus network
terminator connection example for


TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ
series 40 or higher 


USB isolator adapter


9.1    M12 - terminators for fieldbus network


        The fieldbus terminators for CANopen and PROFIBUS DP are required when output fieldbus connector has to be used as network end point.


to PROFIBUS DP
network


RS232 Serial E-RI-AES s30 Z-ME-KZ s12


FIRMWARE UPDATE8


It is possible to update the firmware of the following digital drivers and controllers, using proper USB or RS232 serial communication port.
The firmware update is allowed starting from electronics series listed into the table or higher series:


USB E-RI-AEB s10
E-RI-AES s40


E-RI-REB s10
E-RI-RES s10


E-BM-AES s10
E-BM-RES s10


E-RI-TEB s10
E-RI-LEB s10


E-RI-TES s40
E-RI-LES s40


E-RI-TES-S s40
E-RI-LES-S s40 E-RI-PES-S s40 Z-RI-TEZ s40


Z-RI-LEZ s40


321 4 5


876 9


6.3    E-C-BP-DB9/RA - 2 m cable


shield CABLE SHIELD 1
red B_LINE 3


green A_LINE 8


Connector to adapter side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Driver side 
wires to driver terminal block


321 4 5


876 9


321 4 5


876 9


6.4    E-C-BP-DB9/DB9 - 2 m cable


1 CABLE-SHIELD 1
3 B_LINE 3
8 A_LINE 8


Connector to controller side
DB9 - 9poles - male


Connector to adapter/PC side
DB9 - 9poles - male


(1) for TES, LES, PES, TEZ, LEZ series 40 or higher
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RECCOMENDED TOOLS SELECTION10


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


PS
AES 30


E-SW-BASIC E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9
AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


BP
AES 30


E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31 E-C-BP-DB9/RA E-A-BP-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9


BC
AES 30 E-C-PS-DB9/M8 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31 E-C-BC-DB9/RA E-A-BC-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9


9.2    DB9 - terminators for USB adapter connection


        The fieldbus terminators for CANopen and PROFIBUS DP are required when USB adapter has to be connected directly to the digital driver/controller.


CAN_L
CAN_GND


CAN_SHLD


CAN_H
CAN_V+


5
3
2


7
9


CAN_L
CAN_GND
CAN_SHLD


CAN_H
CAN_V+


5
3
2


7
9


121 ohm


SHIELD 1
+5 V 6


B_LINE 3


A_LINE 8


GND 5


1
6


3


8


5


SHIELD
+5 V


B_LINE


A_LINE


GND


390 ohm


221 ohm


390 ohm


345 2 1


789 6


321 4 5


876 9


321 4 5


876 9


345 2 1


789 6


bus line terminator must be used  


bus line terminator must be used


bus line terminator must not be used


E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9 PROFIBUS DP terminator for E-A-BP-USB/DB9 USB adapter


E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9 CANopen terminator for E-A-BC-USB/DB9 USB adapter


Cable side 
DB9
9poles - male


Adapter side
DB9
9poles - female


Cable side
DB9
9poles - female


Adapter side
DB9
9poles - male to PC


USB port


to PC
USB port


to PC
USB port


USB adapter
Terminator


USB adapter


Terminator
USB adapter


10.1  Standard electronics


10.2  Ex-proof electronics


10.3  Phase out electronics


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


IR E-MI-AS-IR 10 E-SW-IR E-A-PS-USB/IR


PS


AES 30
E-SW-BASIC


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9
AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-BASIC/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


BP


AES 30
E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


E-C-BP-DB9/M12 E-A-BP-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BP-DB9/DB9TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


BC


AES 30
E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


AERS, TERS, TES, LES 31


E-C-BC-DB9/M12 E-A-BC-USB/DB9 E-TRM-BC-DB9/DB9TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 31 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 10 Z-SW-FULL


EH AES 30 E-SW-FIELDBUS E-C-PS-DB9/M12 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


Model Code Series Software Cable USB Adapter Terminator


IR E-MI-AS-IR 11
E-SW-BASIC


E-A-PS-USB/IR


PS
E-BM-AS 11 E-C-PS-DB9/RJ45


E-A-PS-USB/DB9
Z-ME-KZ-PS 12 Z-SW-FULL E-C-PS-DB9/DB9


NP


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES 10


E-SW-BASIC


E-C-SB-USB/BM


E-A-SB-USB/OPT


AEB, REB, TEB, LEB 10


E-C-SB-USB/M12TES, LES 40


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 E-SW-BASIC/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 40 Z-SW-FULL E-C-SB-USB/M12


BP Z-ME-KZ-PS/BP 12 Z-SW-FULL E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 E-A-PS-USB/DB9


BP


BC


EH


E-BM-AES, E-BM-RES 10


E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-SB-USB/BM


E-A-SB-USB/OPT


RES 10


E-C-SB-USB/M12AES, TES, LES 40


TES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 40 Z-SW-FULL E-C-SB-USB/M12


EW


EI


TES, LES 40 or higher E-SW-FIELDBUS


E-C-SB-USB/M12 E-A-SB-USB/OPTTES, LES, PES  with SP, SF, SL options 40 or higher E-SW-FIELDBUS/PQ


TEZ, LEZ 40 or higher Z-SW-FULL








Digital electrohydraulic servoactuators
with integral axis controller, for closed loop position and force control


Table GS700-2/Ewww.atos.com


AZC /- - - /M*** EHSF CK 200 100M V0 400500D D/


1 MODEL CODE 


Position transducer type:
A = analog
D = digital


Cycle Generation type:
-  = none
I   = injection
M= mold
P = parison
S = synchronism
X = positioning
9  = customized


Digital electrohydraulic
servoactuator for linear
axis position control


Design number


Optional alternated Position/Force control:
SN  = none
SP  = with integral single pressure transducer
SF  = with integral double pressure transducer
SL  = with integral load cell transducer
XL  = with remote load cell transducer


Fieldbus interfaces - USB port always present:
NP  = Not Present                   EH  = EtherCAT
BC  = CANopen                      EW = POWERLINK
BP  = PROFIBUS DP              EI   = EtherNet/IP


Servocylinder Type - tech table B310:
CN  = ISO 6020-1, Pmax 250 bar - tech table B180
CK  = ISO 6020-2, Pmax 250 bar - tech table B137
CH  = ISO 6020-3, Pmax 250 bar - tech table B140, B160
CC  = ISO 6022,    Pmax 320bar  - tech table B241


Servoproportional valve
configuration, zero spool overlap:   
40 = with fail safe, sleeve execution,


direct (tech table FS180)
60 = without fail safe, sleeve execu-


tion, direct (tech table FS180)
or piloted (tech table FS178)


70 = spring central position,
direct (tech table FS168)
or piloted (tech table FS178)


Servoproportional valve size with axis
controller - tech table FS230:
V0   = direct, size 06
V1   = direct or piloted, size 10
V2   = piloted size 25
V4   = piloted size 25 or size 27


Stroke [mm]


Rod
S = single rod
D = double rod


Rod diameter [mm]


Bore diameter [mm]


Cylinder position transducer type, see section :
Analog (only for AZC-A)
P = potentiometer, max stroke 900mm
F = analog magnetosonic, max stroke 2500mm
N = analog magnetostrictive, max stroke 4000mm
T = LVDT, max stroke 16mm
L = LVDT, max stroke 30mm
V = inductive, max stroke 900mm


6


Digital (only for AZC-D)
M= SSI magnetosonic,


max stroke 900mm


Analog or Digital
9  = special
X = remoted


GS700


*** AZC-D-SF-EH/CKM200/100D0500/V040


Servocylinder with integral position transducer
Servoroportional valve with integral axis controller
Mainfold with double pressure transducer
Main connector


�


�


�


�


Position transducer connectors
Pressure transducer connector
Fieldbus connectors


�


�


�


AZC
Digital electrohydraulic servoactuators are
stand-alone units performing closed loop
position controls.
The complete motion control cycle can be
operated by external signals (from
machine PLC) or programmed internally
to the controller.
S options add alternate pressure / force
control to the basic position one with
pressure transducers or load cell factory
pre-assembled and wired.
The servoacuators are composed by a
servocylinder with position transducer,
servoproportional valve with integral
driver + axis controller, factory assembled
and tested.
They can be provided with optional
f ieldbus interfaces for functional
parameters setting, reference signals and
real time diagnostics.
The USB interface is always present for
connection to Atos PC software which
allows to easily customize the AZC
configuration to the specific application
requirements.


�


�


�


�


� � �







2 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 


4 ALTERNATED P/Q CONTROLS


 Assembly position                                            Any position


 Ambient temperature range                             standard execution = -20°C ÷ +60°C


 Storage temperature range                              Standard execution = -20°C ÷ +70°C


 Protection degree to EN60529                       IP66 / IP67


 Duty factor                                                        Continuous rating (ED=100%)


S options add the closed loop control of pressure (SP) or force (SF and SL) to the position control function. A dedicated algorithm alternates
pressure (force) depending on the actual hydraulic system conditions. 
For detailed information about SP, SF, SL controls, see tech table GS212.


Digital servoproportionals direct or pilot operated include integral valve’s driver + axis controller to perform the position closed loop of hydraulic
actuator. Axis controllers are operated by an external or internally generated reference position signal.
For detailed information about integral axis controller see tech table FS230.


3 AXIS CONTROLLER


SP SF SL
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L


Mineral oils


Hydraulic fluid


DIN 51524


ISO 12922


HL, HLP, HLPD, HVLP, HVLPD


HFDU, HFDR


HFC


Classification Ref. Standard


Flame resistant without water


Flame resistant with water


 Recommended fluid temperature                    -20°C ÷ +60°C, with HFC hydraulic fluids = -20°C ÷ +50°C


Recommended viscosity                                  20 ÷ 100 mm2/s - max allowed range 15 ÷ 380 mm2/s


 Fluid contamination class                                 ISO 4406  class 20/18/15  NAS 1638  class 9, in line filters of 10 mm (b10 _>75 recommended)


Fieldbus allows the direct communication of the servoactuator with machine control unit for digital reference signal, diagnostics and settings
of functional parameters. Analog reference signal remain available on the main connector for quick commissioning and maintenance.
For detailed information about fieldbus features and specification see tech table GS510.


5 FIELDBUS 
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6 ACTUATOR’S TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS


6.1   Position transducers
The accuracy of the position control is strongly dependent to the selected position transducer. Four different transducer interfaces are
available on the controllers, depending to the system requirements: potentiometer or analog signal (A execution), SSI or Encoder (D exe-
cution). Transducers with digital interface allow high resolution and accurate measures, that combined with fieldbus communication grants
highest performances. Transducers with analog interface grant simple and cost effective solutions.


6.2   Pressure/force transducers
The accuracy of the pressure/force control is strongly dependent to the selected pressure/force transducer. Alternated pressure/force
controls require to install pressure transducers or load cell to measure the actual pressure/force values.
Pressure transducers allow easy system integration and cost effective solution for both alternated position/pressure and position/force
controls (see tech table GS465 for pressure transducers details). Load cell transducers allow the user to get high accuracy and precise
regulations for alternated position/force control.
The characteristics of the remote pressure/force transducers must be always selected to match the application requirements and to
obtain the best performances: transducer nominal range should be at least 115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.


6.3   Transducers characteristics & interfaces - following values are just for reference, for details please consult the transducer’s datasheet


Notes: (1) power supply provided by digital controller            (2) percentage of total stroke            (3) Balluff BTL7 with SSI interface is not supported


Position Pressure/Force


Execution A D SP, SF, SL


Input type Potentiometer Analog SSI (3) Incremental Encoder Analog


Power supply  (1) ±10 VDC +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +24 VDC


Controller Interface ±10V 0 ÷ 10V 4 ÷ 20 mA Serial SSI binary/gray TTL 5Vpp - 150 KHz ±10 VDC 4 ÷ 20 mA


Max speed 0,5 m/s 1 m/s 2 m/s 2 m/s -


Max Resolution < 0.4 % FS < 0.2 % FS 1 mm 1 mm (@ 0.15 m/s) < 0.4 % FS


Linearity error (2) ± 0.1% FS < ±0.03% FS <  ± 0.01 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.25% FS


Repeatability  (2) ± 0.05% FS < ± 0.005% FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.1% FS


valve’s spool transducer actuator’s position transducer pressure transducer load cell  T M P L








Digital Axis Motion Controllers


Table G003-3/E


The modern architectures of industrial machinery strongly increase the demand of accuracy, repeatability and performance.
This leads to the need of devices with complete regulations that integrate to the traditional axis positioning also the force and/or pressure controls.


Atos developments on digital electronics focus the integration of axis cards functions into proportional electrohydraulics either in integral-to valve or sepa-
rate format.


Digital controllers are the up to date solution for the motion control in modern machines and systems: they can be easily configured and PC programmed
to best manage, in closed loop, position, speed or force, of any electrohydraulic axis, piloted by a digital proportional valve. 


They improve motion performances, simplify the automation architecture and may be interfaced by fieldbus the machine main control unit.


G003


www.atos.com


= alternative selection for position transducers and communication interfaces


2 CONTROLLER SYNTHETIC COMPARISON


CONTROLLER TYPE
INTEGRAL AXIS
CONTROLLER


AXIS
CONTROLLER


PLASTIC INJECTION
CONTROLLER


Integral to valve Eurocard Eurocard


Valve’s Driver function �


Nr. of controlled Axis 1 1 1


Internal programmable cycles simple complete injection


Graphic programming software � � �


Operator Panel � �


Position control � �


Velocity control �


Plastic injection closed loop control �


Analog Position Transducer interface - Analog / Potentiometer � � �


Digital Position Transducer interface - SSI / Encoder � � �


Alternated control � option � �


Pressure Transducer interface - Analog 2 2 2


Performance parameters setting (e.g. Dither, PID) � � �


Valve parameters setting (e.g. Bias, Ramp, Scale) � factory preset � �


USB interface �


Serial interface � �


CANopen fieldbus � � �


PROFIBUS DP fieldbus � � �


EtherCAT fieldbus �


POWERLINK fieldbus �


EtherNet/IP fieldbus �


Digital Input up to 3 9 8


Digital Output up to 2 8 8


Auxiliary Analog Input up to 2 6 6


Auxiliary Analog Output 2 3 3


Main Function


1 WHAT IS DIGITAL AXIS MOTION CONTROLLER ?


Format







Digital electronics include valve’s driver + axis controller to perform the position closed loop
of any linear or rotative hydraulic actuator.


They are integrated to direct or pilot operated directional proportionals and operated by
an external or internally generated reference position signal.


The selection of the electronic interface for one of the following position transducers, integral
or external to the actuator, is required in the controller’s code:


Analog:


•   potentiometer                             (  voltage signal )


•   magnetosonic                            (  voltage or current signal )


Digital:


•   magnetosonic                            (  SSI  serial interface )


•   linear or rotative encoder           (  TTL signal logics )


Two main functional command modes can be selected by software:


•   real time external reference input – analog or digital by fieldbus communication


•   internal reference generation of simple motion profiles, programmable by Atos PC softwa-
re and sequenced by the external machine central unit using on-off inputs


Available interfaces:


•   up to 2 analog input for reference command signals, position (default) and pressure (S option)


•   up to 2 analog output for monitor, position (default) and optionally pressure (S option)


•   up to 2 on-off input for logic communication with the machine electronic control unit:
selection of motion sequences and inhibit command in front of machine alarm situation


•   up to 2 on/off output for controller fault detection and axis status diagnostics


•   USB communication interface (always present)


•   IN / OUT fieldbus communication interface ( CANopen, PROFIBUS DP, EtherCAT,
POWERLINK or EtherNet/IP )


Additional functionalities:


•   full software setting of the controller including the compensation of the main hydraulic
system characteristics, closed-loop PID gains and max error windows


•   electronic compensation function for actuator’s seals friction


•   separate power supply for the controller circuit and for the solenoid output stage, to allow
the safety emergency stop of the axis while maintaining active the controller and the field-
bus communication with the machine central unit


•   S option is available, to combine pressure or force closed-loops to the original position
control: in this case additional interface is available for connection of load cell or 1-2
pressure transducers


•   real time oscilloscope function to dynamically analyze the valve and axis performances


•   detailed diagnostics of the axis status, faults and performance


•   LEDs for controller operative conditions


•   software setting of safety predefined procedures in case of faulty conditions


The digital valve with integral axis controller can be delivered already assembled on Atos ser-
vocylinder and wired to the relevant transducer, to realize a smart motion units, called
“Servoactuator”.


This execution speed up the installation and the start-up of the electrohydraulic axis and sim-
plify the overall machine control architecture.


The integral construction and the fixed number of electrical interfaces may involve customi-
zing of the mechanics, firmware and software, thus requiring technical cooperation with lea-
ding customers, a detailed presales analysis is ever required.


In the sketch at side are shown two typical examples of integral axis controller applications:


Parison


The Parison servoactuator integrates the 4-way servoproportional valve with integral axis con-
troller, to manage the position closed-loop control of the parison axis in plastic blow molding
machines; the machine electronic central unit supplies in real time the position analog com-
mand signal to the controller and obtain the parison actual position by the controller’s monitor
analog interface.


Sheet Punching


The controller is integrated on a pilot operated 4-way directional valve to manage the pun-
ching axis position. It generates the motion sequences and the relevant closed-loop control.
The machine electronic central unit synchronizes punching and sheet movements through the
controller’s on-off interface: input (start a new cycle) and output (cycle ended).


3 DIGITAL PROPORTIONALS WITH INTEGRAL AXIS CONTROLLER - tech table FS230
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G003


The axis controllers in Eurocard format extend the quantity of available electronic interfaces and
functionalities thus obtaining a more flexible and general purpose hydraulic motion control unit.


These controllers must be interfaced to a 4-way proportional directional valve, analog or digi-
tal, connected with the actuator to be controlled. They generate an analog voltage/current
signal to command the valve’s electronic driver.


To perform the position control, they require the connection to the actuator’s position transdu-
cer, integral or external type. These controllers can be interfaced with any of the transducers
available for the digital proportionals with integral axis controller (see section ) and selecta-
ble by software.


Available interfaces:


•   6 analog input                           ( voltage or current, software selectable )


•   3 analog output                         ( voltage or current, software selectable )


•   9 on/off input                             ( 1 enable + 8 programmable )


•   8 on/off output                           ( 1 status + 7 programmable )


The above interfaces are all simultaneously available to allow communication with the machi-
ne control unit for sequencing of the internal generator, axis inhibit in case of machine alarm
situation, diagnostics, etc.


They can also be connected to auxiliary transducers (e.g. temperature) or dedicated to the
management of auxiliary valves to realize safe system configuration in case of failure or alarm.


Additional functionalities are the same of integral axis controller (see section ) plus:


•   dedicated RS232 interface for connection with Atos PC programming software


•   separate communication interface for fieldbus: CANopen or PROFIBUS DP


•   front panel display and buttons for quick operation of parameter programming and dia-
gnostic  without requiring the PC software


•   advanced internal generation of motion profiles


Pressure or force closed-loop controls can be combined to the main position control by sim-
ple software setting. In this case additional pressure transducers or load cell have to be instal-
led in the hydraulic system and connected to the relevant analog interfaces available on the
controller, see sketch at side.


The Eurocard axis controllers are particularly indicated for motion control of a single axis with
multiple interfacing to the machine auxiliary subsystems, like proximity sensors and safety val-
ves/circuits, manual commands by operators during start up and emergencies, management
of motion sequences coordinated with other axis.


Thanks to the flexible general purpose controller’s structure and to the Atos easy PC program-
ming software, the Eurocard axis controllers can be simply adapted and optimized to any
specific application.


For standard and repetitive applications with requirements of integration with machine auto-
mation and high number of interfaces, the Eurocard axis controllers can be directly supplied
by Atos to leading OEMs with firmware and software customized to their specific application
requirements; in these cases a detailed presales analysis is strictly required.
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4 EUROCARD AXIS CONTROLLER - tech table G340
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The plastic injection controllers in Eurocard format are dedicated for electrohydraulic closed
loop controls of injection in plastic presses.


These controllers perform velocity and force closed loop controls, according to real time com-
mands (analog or fieldbus) generated by machine control unit (e.g. PLC). The machine con-
trol unit manages whole the injection process (Injection, Pack and Hold, Decompression,
Back Pressure) through dedicated digital commands or fieldbus communication.


These controllers must be interfaced to a 4-way proportional directional valve, analog or digi-
tal, connected with the actuator to be controlled. They generate an analog voltage/current
signal to command the valve’s electronic driver.


To realize the velocity control, they require the connection to the actuator’s position transdu-
cer, integral or external type. These Eurocard controllers can be interfaced with any of the
transducers available for the digital proportionals with integral axis controller (see section )
and selectable by software.


Available interfaces: 


•   6 analog input                           ( voltage or current, software selectable )


•   3 analog output                         ( voltage or current, software selectable )


•   8 on/off input                             ( 1 enable + 2 programmable + 5 pre-configured to
manage of the injection process )


•   8 on/off output                           ( 1 status + 7 programmable )


The above interfaces are all simultaneously available to allow communication with the machi-
ne control unit for sequencing of the internal generation of injection cycle, axis inhibit in case
of machine alarm situation, diagnostics of the injection status, etc.


Additional functionalities:


•   internal generation of injection cycle


•   monitoring of injection process


•   diagnostics of the injection status


•   advanced internal generation of motion profiles


Remote pressure transducers have to be installed close to the injection actuator and connec-
ted to the controller, see sketch at side.


Thanks to the flexible controller’s structure and to the Atos easy PC programming software, these
Eurocard controllers can be simply adapted and optimized for plastic injection application.
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5 EUROCARD PLASTIC INJECTION CONTROLLER - tech table G345
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Plastic injection Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI controllers
Eurocard format, for electrohydraulic closed loop controls of injection in plastic presses


1 MODEL CODE


Series number


G345


www.atos.com Table G345-3/E
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Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI
Plastic injection controllers perform velocity
and force closed loop controls, according to
real time commands (analog or fieldbus)
generated by machine control unit (e.g.
PLC).
The controller receives position / pressure
feedbacks and generates reference signal to
the proportional valve which regulates the
hydraulic flow to the injection actuator.
The position feedback signal is software
selectable: SSI, incremental encoder, poten-
tiometer or analog (voltage or current).
Remote pressure transducers have to be
remotely installed close to the injection
actuator and connected to the controller (see
section ).
The machine electronic control unit manages
the injection process through dedicated digi-
tal commands or fieldbus communication.
Serial and Profibus (only for BP option) ports
are available on the front panel for controller
configuration and diagnostics.


Electrical Features:
• 4 digits front panel display to check and
change parameters as well as for diagno-
stics


• Front panel DB9 connector for serial pro-
gramming interface


• Front panel test points for debug and main-
tenance


• Eurocard format (DIN 41494 - Plug-in-units)
• CE mark according to EMC directive


Software Features:
• Internal generation of injection cycle
• Setting of axis’s dynamic response (PID) to
optimize the injection performances


• Monitoring of injection process
• Software selectable range of electronic
reference analog inputs: voltage or current


• Diagnostics of the injection status
• Intuitive graphic interface
• In field firmware update through standard
serial communication port


• Internal oscilloscope function
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KZ PS- / *- / /Z-ME * *GI


Electronic axis controller
in Eurocard format Set code


Optional fieldbus interfaces:
- = standard without fieldbus interface
BC = CANopen communication interface
BP = PROFIBUS DP communication interface
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3.3 Pre-Decompression - Velocity open loop control


3.1 Injection - Velocity closed loop control with max pressure limitation


Injection phase starts when the machine control unit (e.g.
PLC) enables the command “Injection”. The controller
performs velocity closed loop profile according to the
external velocity reference, with a maximum force limita-
tion during traversing. Machine control unit provides velo-
city step reference to the controller, which internally limits
acceleration and deceleration in order to avoid mechani-
cals stress during velocity variations


3.2 Pack and Hold - Pressure closed loop control with max velocity limitation


Pack and Hold phase starts when the machine control unit
enables the command “Force Transfer” with “Injection”
condition active. The controller performs pressure/force
closed loop control with max velocity limitation to prevent
sudden forward actuator movements in the transition from
Injection to Pack and Hold phase


3.4 Back Pressure - Pressure closed loop control with max velocity limitation


3.5 Post-Decompression - optional phase


Post-Decompression phase starts when the machine con-
trol unit enables the “Decompression” condition. The con-
troller regulates in open loop the backward velocity of the
injection actuator according to the external command
signal (velocity reference)
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Back Pressure phase starts when the machine control unit
enables the command “Force Transfer” with “Injection”
condition not active. The controller performs force closed
loop control with max velocity limitation to prevent sudden
backward actuator movements in the transition from Pack
and Hold or Pre-Decompression phase to Back Pressure
ones


Pre-Decompression phase starts when the machine con-
trol unit enables the “Decompression” condition. The con-
troller regulates in open loop the backward velocity of the
injection actuator according to the external command
signal (velocity reference)
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3.5 Post-Decompression - Velocity open loop control


3.4 Back Pressure


3.3 Pre-Decompression - optional phase


3.2 Pack and Hold


3.1 Injection
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EXAMPLE OF INJECTION CYCLE WITH DIGITAL COMMANDS FROM MACHINE CENTRAL UNIT4


5 PRESSURE / FORCE CONFIGURATION


Alternated Velocity/Pressure Control - One pressure transducer Alternated Velocity/Force Control - Two pressure transducers
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Typical schemes used in injection molding machines designed for
high/medium density materials.
Proportional valves with V9 spool type (see section ) should be used.
A remote pressure transducer has to be installed on the injection line of
the actuator.
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Typical schemes used in injection molding machines designed for
low density materials.
Proportional valves with linear spool type with zero overlap characteristics
is strictly recommended to obtain improved force control.
Two remote pressure transducers have to be installed on the actuator’s
ports; the actuator force is calculated by the pressure feedbacks (Pa - Pb).


valve’s spool transducer actuator’s position transducer pressure transducerT M P


G345


INJECTION PACK AND HOLD BACK PRESSURE DECOMP.DECOMP.


Time


Time


Time


Velocity


Position


Pressure(Force)


Feedback
Reference


Injection condition


Force Transfer condition


Decompression condition


depressuring
(pressure active)


backward movements
(flow active)


forward movements
(flow or pressure active)


6 SPECIAL SPOOL FOR INJECTION PROCESS


DI7 (1)


DI3 (1)


DI8 (1)


     Note: (1) see section for digital inputs commands connection11


V9 main features:
- strong meter-in characteristic allows the pressure
control during the holding pressure and the plasti-
cizing phases


- safety central position depressurizes the actuator
chambers


- large flow capability, required during the plastici-
zing phase, discharges big oil volumes from
injection actuators with low pressure drops and
also permits the contemporary oil suction from
tank


COMMANDS


For technical support about proportional valve selection and control electronic configuration, please contact Atos tech assistance at ele-support@atos.com


     Note: for controllers with BP or BC option the injection cycle is managed by fieldbus commands







Power supply (see 12.1) Nominal: +24 VDC Rectified and filtered: VRMS = 20 ÷ 32 VMAX (ripple max 10 % VPP)


Max power consumption 10 W


Position transducer SSI, incremental encoder, potentiometer, analog


Analog Inputs Input range : voltage   ±10 VDC        - input impedance:    Ri > 100 kW
                                   current   0 ÷ 20 mA  - input impedance:    Ri < 500 W


Analog Outputs
Output range :            voltage   ±10 VDC @ max 10 mA
                                   current   0 ÷ 20 mA @ max 500 W load resistance


Digital Inputs
Input range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 16 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 16 VDC (not accepted);


Input impedance:    Ri > 10 kW


Digital Outputs (1) Output range :            0 ÷ 24 VDC ( ON state > [power supply - 2 V] ; OFF state  < 1 V ) @ max 30 mA


Enable input Range :  0 ÷ 5 VDC (OFF state), 16 ÷ 24 VDC (ON state), 5 ÷ 16 VDC (not accepted);   Input impedance:  Ri > 10 kW


Fault output (1) Output range :  0 ÷ 24 VDC ( no fault state > [power supply - 2 V] ; fault state  < 1 V ) @ max 50 mA


Analog reference outputs ±10 VDC @ max 30 mA


Inceremental encoder power supply +5 VDC @ max 100 mA


Alarms Position transducer out of range, analog input out of range


Card format Eurocard 100x160 mm (Plug-in unit DIN 41494)


Card rear connector Male DIN EN 60603/G. Available frame snap connector type E-K-64M (see tech table G800) To be ordered separately


Operating temperature 0 ÷ +50 °C  (storage -20 ÷ +70 °C)


Front panel dimensions 128,4 x 40 mm


Mass Approx. 250 g


Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) According to Directive 2014/30/UE (Immunity: EN 50082-2; Emission: EN 50081-2)


Communication interface Serial
Atos ASCII coding


CANopen
EN50325-4 + DS408


PROFIBUS
EN50170-2/IEC61158


Communication physical layer not insulated
serial RS232


optical insulated
CAN ISO11898


optical insulated
RS485


7 CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS


8 TRANSDUCER CHARACTERISTICS


8.1    Position transducers


The accuracy of the velocity control is strongly dependent to the selected position transducer. Four different transducer interfaces are available on the
controller, according to the system requirements: potentiometer, analog signal, SSI, and encoder, see 8.3.
Transducers with digital interface (SSI and encoder) allow the user to get high resolution and accurate measures. Transducers with analog interface
(potentiometer and analog signal) grant simple and cost effective solutions.


8.2    Pressure transducers


The accuracy of the pressure/force controls is strongly dependent to the selected pressure transducers. Alternated pressure or force controls require to
install pressure transducers to measure the actual pressure values.
Pressure transducers allow easy system integration and cost effective solution for both alternated position/pressure and position/force controls (see tech
table GS465 for pressure transducers details).
The characteristics of the remote pressure transducers must be always selected to match the application requirements and to obtain the best performan-
ces: transducer nominal range should be at least 115%÷120% of the maximum regulated pressure/force.


8.3    Transducers characteristics & interfaces - following values are just for reference, for details please consult the transducer’s datasheet


Note: (1) external negative voltage not allowed (e.g. due to inductive loads)


Notes: (1) power supply provided by digital controller          (2) percentage of total stroke


Position Pressure/Force


Input type Potentiometer Analog SSI Incremental Encoder Analog


Power supply  (1) ±10 VDC +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +5 VDC / +24 VDC +24 VDC


Controller Interface ±10V 0 ÷ 10V 4 ÷ 20 mA Serial SSI binary/gray TTL 5Vpp - 150 KHz ±10 VDC 4 ÷ 20 mA


Max speed 0,5 m/s 1 m/s 2 m/s 2 m/s -


Max Resolution < 0.4 % FS < 0.2 % FS 1 mm 1 mm (@ 0.15 m/s) < 0.4 % FS


Linearity error (2) ± 0.1% FS < ±0.03% FS <  ± 0.01 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.25% FS


Repeatability  (2) ± 0.05% FS < ± 0.005% FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ± 0.001 % FS < ±0.1% FS
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10 FRONT PANEL VIEW


Function Keys


Display


Active Led


OK Led


Digital Input Led
Digital Output Led
Auxiliary Led


Test Points


RS232 serial programming port


PROFIBUS-DP port (*)


(*) only for BP option


9 FRONT PANEL DESCRIPTION


9.4 Communication ports


On the front panel of the Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI is always present a serial RS232 port to program the controller by the Atos Z-SW software (see section ). All
the functional parameters of digital controller, like internal reference generation, controller dynamics, IO configurations, can be easily set and optimized
by the user.
For BP or BC options, a second communication port dedicated to the selected fieldbus connection is present on the controller. For BP option the PROFI-
BUS-DP port is located on the front panel of the Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI controller. For BC option the CANopen connection is located on the rear connector of the
Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI controller.
Through the fieldbus communication only the real-time parameters may be exchanged:
- position, velocity and force / pressure reference
- position, velocity and force / pressure feedback
- controller commands and status
- diagnostic / error messages


For more information about the front panel settings and fieldbus communication, please refer to the controller user manual.
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11 ELECTRONIC CONNECTIONS - 64 PIN REAR CONNECTOR


pin f d b z


2 DO 7 DI 1 nc nc


4 SSI clock + DI 2 (*) nc nc


6 SSI clock - DI 3 Force Transfer F_TR1 + nc


8 SSI data +  /  Inc Ua1 DI 4 Jog + F_TR1 - nc


10 SSI data -  /  Inc /Ua1 DI 5 F_INPUT + nc


12 Inc Ua2 DI 6 Jog - F_INPUT - nc


14 Inc /Ua2 DI 7 Injection F_TR2 + nc


16 Inc Ua0 DI 8 Decompression F_TR2 - nc


18 Inc /Ua0 ENABLE P_TR + nc


20 Inc +5VDC DO 1 P_TR - GND


22 nc FAULT V_INPUT + DO 3


24 nc nc V_INPUT - DO 4


26 nc DO 2 P_MONITOR + DO 5


28 CAN_GND nc AGND DO 6


30 CAN_L CONTROL_OUTPUT + VREF -10VDC V+


32 CAN_H F_MONITOR + VREF +10VDC V0
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G345


9.1 Keyboard and display


On the Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI front panel are available 4 function keys (ESC, ENT, UP,
DWN), and a numeric display (4 digits plus sign) to allow the user to view and
change the controller’s parameters as well as to display diagnostic messages.
The following parameters can be accessed (viewed or changed) via correspon-
ding menu structure:
- command and actual values
- analog input / output values
- digital input / output status
- position sensor indication
- force / pressure sensor indication
Parameter’s changes of the configuration, control gains, trigger conditions, inter-
nal cycle, fault monitoring are not allowed via front panel operations.


9.2 LED indication


The led indications are used to display the internal status (Active, OK) of the con-
troller or the status of the digital IO of the Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI. There are 22 led divi-
ded in four different types:
- internal controller’s status (Active - OK)
- digital input status (I1 ÷ I8)
- digital output status (O1 ÷ O7)
- software programmable led (A1 ÷ A5) for specific functions


9.3 Test points


The test points present on the controller front panel can be used to monitor the
actual position (X1) and the force / pressure (X2) value measured by the relevant
transducers. Both signals are referred to the analog ground (┴) pin. The two
signals are respectively connected to P_MONITOR+ (X1) and F_MONITOR+ (X2)
analog output present on the rear connector of the controller card. These signals
can be software set to show other signals available in the controller (see 12.7 and


Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI


(*)


Input - (O) Output - (D) Digital transducers - (PS) Power supply - (F) Fieldbus interface, only for BC option


Digital Input status must be always disabled (OFF) - Do Not Connect







SIGNAL SPECIFICATIONS12


Atos digital controllers are CE marked according to the applicable directives (e.g. Immunity/Emission EMC Directive).
Installation, wirings and start-up procedures must be performed according to the prescriptions shown in table F003 and in the user manuals included in
the Z-SW programming software.
The electrical signals of the controller (e.g. monitor signals) must not be directly used to activate safety functions, like to switch-ON/OFF the machine’s
safety components, as prescribed by the European standards.


12.1  Power supply (V+ and V0)


The power supply must be appropriately stabilized or rectified and filtered: apply at least a 10000 mF/40 V capacitance to single phase rectifiers or a
4700 mF/40 V capacitance to three phase rectifiers.
The controller is protected against overloads by a internal safety fuse: 3,15 A Time-delay time lag fuse.


12.2  Velocity reference input signal (V_INPUT+, V_INPUT-)


The controller allows to limit the axis velocity according to an external voltage or current reference input signal (V_INPUT+ and V_INPUT-). The analog
input is a differential input type.
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Controller with fieldbus interface (BC or BP) can be software set to receive reference value directly by the machine control unit (fieldbus master); in this
case the analog reference input signal can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.


12.3  Pressure or force reference input signals (F_INPUT+,F_INPUT-)


For alternated position/force (or position/pressure) control the Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI receives a second analog voltage or current reference input signal
(F_INPUT+,F_INPUT-) dedicated to the force  (or pressure) closed loop control. The analog input is a differential input type.
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Controller with fieldbus interface (BC or BP) can be software set to receive reference value directly by the machine electronic control unit (fieldbus
master); in this case the analog reference input signals can be used for start-up and maintenance operations.


12.4 Position transducer input signal


A position transducer must be always directly connected to the controller: digital SSI (SSI clock+, SSI clock-, SSI data+, SSI data-), digital Encoder
(Inc Ua1, Inc /Ua1, Inc Ua2, Inc /Ua2,Inc Ua0, Inc /Ua0), potentiometer or a generic transducer with analog interface (P_TR+, P_TR-) can be used.
For transducers with analog interface the input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for
current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.
Refer to position transducer characteristics to select the transducer type that matches the specific application requirements (see 8.1).


12.5 Pressure transducer input signal (F_TR1+, F_TR1-, F_TR2+, F_TR2-)


Analog remote pressure transducers must be always directly connected to the controller.
One transducer must be connected in case of alternated position/pressure control; two transducers must be connected in case of alternated
position/force control.
Refer to pressure transducer characteristics to select the transducer type that mach the specific application requirements (see 8.2).
The input range and polarity are software selectable within the maximum range ±10 VDC for voltage or 0 ÷ 20 mA for current; default setting is 0 ÷ 10 VDC.


12.6  Control output signal (CONTROL_OUTPUT+)


The error signal processed by the control algorithms generates the control output signal (CONTROL_OUTPUT+) for the external driver of the proportional
valve which operates the hydraulic flow to the actuator.
The output range and polarity are software selectable within ±10 VDC (for voltage) or 0 ÷ 20 mA (for current) maximum range referred to the analog
ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.


12.7  Position monitor output signal (P_MONITOR+)


The controller generates an analog voltage output signal proportional to the actual axis position; the monitor output signal can be software set to show other
signals available in the controller (e.g. position analog reference, position fieldbus reference, position error).
The output polarity is software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range referred to the analog ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.


The P_MONITOR+ signal is also present on the front panel at test point X1.


12.8  Pressure or force monitor output signal (F_MONITOR+)


The controller generates an analog voltage output signal proportional to the actual pressure or force applied to the actuator; the monitor output signals can be
software set to show other signals available in the controller (e.g. pressure/force analog reference, pressure/force fieldbus reference, pressure/force error).
The output polarity is software selectable within ±10 VDC maximum range referred to the analog ground (AGND); default setting is ±10 VDC.


The F_MONITOR+ signal is also present on the front panel at test point X2.


12.9 Enable Input Signal (ENABLE)


To enable the controller, a 24VDC voltage has to be applied on pin d18 referred to pin b28.
When the Enable signal is set to zero the controller can be software set to perform one of the following actions:
- move forward or backward in open loop - default setting
- maintain in closed loop a predefined actuator’s position (hold position)
- maintain the actuator actual position in close loop control
- disable the controller functioning (control output set to zero)


12.10 Fault output signal (FAULT)


Fault output signal indicates fault conditions of the controller (alarm active, reference or transducer signal cable broken, max error exceeded, etc.).
Fault presence corresponds to 0 VDC, normal working corresponds to 24 VDC (pin d22 referred to pin b28).


12.11 Power supply signal for potentiometer position transducer (VREF -10VDC, VREF +10VDC)


Power supply for potentiometer position transducer may be generated from the controller card using the VREF -10VDC and VREF +10VDC signal @ max 30 mA.


12.12 Power supply for incremental encoder position transducer (Inc +5VDC, GND)


Power supply for incremental encoder position transducer may be generated from the controller card using the +5VDC @ max 100 mA.







13 PROGRAMMING TOOLS - see tech table GS500


14 MAIN SOFTWARE PARAMETER SETTINGS


12.13 Digital input signals (DI1 - DI8)


Five pre-configured digital inputs (DI3, DI4, DI6, DI7, DI8) are dedicated to manage of the injection process, while two digital inputs (DI1, DI5) are used to
trigger a command or to read a system state. For DI1 and DI5 input by the Z-SW software, it is possible to set the polarity and to match a proper condition
within the following:
- start/stop/switch-over command in case of internal reference generation
- specific operative command for hydraulic axis mode (referencing mode, jog mode, automatic mode)
- jog command
- disable pressure / force alternated control


12.14 Digital output signals (DO1 - DO7)


Seven digital outputs can be used to generate digital signals useful to the system synchronization and for monitoring purpose. The digital outputs can be
configured in polarity and all the channels can be independently programmed by the Z-SW software.
Typically the digital outputs are used to:
- set alarm condition related with the hydraulic axis working phase
- identify a particular working condition to synchronize other machine functionalities
- signal target position reached
- signal pressure / force control active
- signal tracking error


12.15 CANopen communication signals - only for BC option


For controllers with CANopen communication interface, the connections are located on the rear connector: pin f28 (CAN_GND), pin f30 (CAN_L) and
pin f32 (CAN_H).


G345


For a detailed descriptions of the available settings, wirings and installation procedures, please refer to the user manuals included in the Z-SW programming
programming software:
Z-MAN-ME-KZ-GI - user manual for Z-ME-KZ-PS/GI


14.1 External reference and transducer parameters


Allow to configure the controller reference and transducer inputs, analog or digital, to match the specific application requirements:
- Scaling parameters          define the correspondence of these signals with the specific actuator stroke or force to be controlled
- Limit parameters              define maximum/minimum stroke and force to detect possible alarm conditions
- Homing parameters         define the startup procedure to initialize incremental transducer (e.g. encoder)


14.2 Position PID control dynamics parameters


Allow to optimize and adapt the position controller closed loop to the wide range of hydraulic system characteristics:
- PID (position)                   each part of the position controller closed loop algorithm (proportional, fine positioning advanced integral, derivative, feed


forward, etc.) can be modified in order to match the application requirements


14.3 Multiple pressure/force PID control dynamics parameters


Allow to customize and adapt the pressure/force controller closed loop to each injection cycle phase:
- PID (pressure/force)        each part of the pressure/force controller closed loop algorithm (proportional, integral, derivative, feed forward, etc) can be


modified in order to match the phases requirements


14.4 Control output signal parameters


Allow to configure the controller command for the proportional valve which regulates the hydraulic flow to the actuator:
- Scaling parameters          define the correspondence of the command signal to the specific valve reference signal range
- Limit parameters              define maximum/minimum range to detect possible alarm conditions


14.5 Monitoring parameters


Allow to configure the controller monitoring function of the positioning error (difference between actual reference and feedback) and detects anomalous
conditions:
- Monitoring parameters     maximum allowed errors can be set for both static and dynamic positioning phases, and dedicated waiting times can be set to


delay the activation of the alarm condition and relevant reaction (see 14.6)


14.6 Fault parameters


Allow to configure how the controller detect and react to alarm conditions:
- Diagnostics parameters   define different conditions, threshold and delay time to detect alarm conditions
- Reaction parameters       define different actions to be performed in case of alarm presence (stop at actual or preprogrammed position, emergency


forward/backward, controller disabling, etc.)


14.7 Digital IO configuration


Allow to configure the controller’s digital inputs/outputs to trigger/generate signals from /for the external machine central unit:
- Polarity define the signal active state
- Trigger condition define the input state to run a predefined internal command (see 12.13)
- Output state define the digital output based on the internal controller state (see 12.14)


14.8 Motion phases parameters


When the internal reference generation is active a pre-programmed cycle can be generated; start/stop/switch-over commands and reference generation
types parameters can be set to design a customized sequence of motion phases adapted to the specific application requirements.


Connection


E-A-PS-USB/DB9 USB to serial adapter


E-C-PS-DB9/DB9 serial cable


DVD programming software, to be ordered separately:


Z-SW-FULL                 DVD first supply = software has to be activated via web registration at www.download.atos.com ; 1 year service included
                                     Upon web registration user receive via email the Activation Code (software license) and login data to access Atos Download Area


Z-SW-FULL-N             DVD next supplies = only for supplies after the first; service not included, web registration not allowed
                                    Software has to be activated with Activation Code received upon first supply web registration


Atos Download Area: direct access to latest releases of Z-SW software, manuals, USB drivers and fieldbus configuration files at www.download.atos.com


USB Adapters, Cables and Terminators, can be ordered separately


Valve's functional parameters and configurations, can be easily set and optimized using Atos Z-SW programming
software connected via RS232 serial port to the digital controller. For fieldbus versions, the software permits valve's
parameterization through serial port also if the controller is connected to the central machine unit via fieldbus.


Z-SW-FULL           support:           NP (USB)                       PS (Serial)
                                                        BC (CANopen)             BP (PROFIBUS DP)       EH (EtherCAT)
                                                        EW (POWERLINK)       EI (EtherNet/IP)
Note: Z-SW programming software supports controllers with option SP, SF, SL for alternated control


WARNING: controllers USB port is not isolated!
The use of isolator adapter is highly recommended for PC protection (see table GS500)
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15.2 External reference - SSI actuator transducer - 2 pressure transducers - CANopen 


15.1 External analog reference - potentiometer actuator transducer - 1 pressure transducer


15.3 internal reference generation - encoder actuator transducer - 1 pressure transducer - PROFIBUS-DP
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(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to the specific technical table
(2) For the potentiometer position transducer connection please refer to transducer datasheet
(3) For the analog position transducer connection please refer to transducer datasheet


(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to
the specific technical table


(2) Only for start-up and maintenance operations
(3) CANopen fieldbus interface on rear connector
(4) For the SSI position transducer connection please refer to


transducer datasheet
(5) Pressure transducer connection with current signal output
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(1) For the valve driver electrical connection please refer to
the specific technincal table


(2) Only for start-up and maintenance operations
(3) PROFIBUS-DP fieldbus interface on front panel
(4) For the encoder position transducer connection please


refer to transducer datasheet
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